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Abstract

In this thesis, we argue that the development of a number of context-dependent modifi-

cations to standard model selection approaches are warranted from an applied statistical

standpoint, where we would generally accept that not only is no candidate model likely

to be correct, but also that different models may be preferred for different purposes.

To achieve this we propose three types of modification. First, we consider modifications

to Bayes factor selection which proceed by specialising the Bayes factor to particular

variables of interest, or as an alternative, by placing vague, adaptive priors on variables of

less interest.

We suggest that, particularly when the analyst wishes to assess models in light of a specific

utility, scoring rules have an important role to play, and propose a new bias corrected score

based information criterion which can be tailored to the utility at hand.

Finally, we present results on a modular assessment framework for ‘big’ models whose

components can be expressed in terms of exponential families. Such an approach al-

lows components of the broader model to be assessed individually, and the assessments

combined into an overall model score. We believe that this enables the analyst to allow

certain judgements about data assessment periods and exchangeability of future data to

be accommodated.

We conclude with a discussion of areas for further research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why is context important when selecting models?

Model selection is a central concern of both theoretical and applied statistics. It is often

theoretically motivated in terms of choosing the ‘correct’ model which the analyst believes

provides a full description of the underlying generating process for the data under study. In

practice, however, it is regularly undertaken in order to make sound predictions of future

values of one or more specific quantities of interest. The analyst may be concerned with

predicting certain marginals, conditional relationships or other quantities (for example,

quantiles), but have relatively little interest in the overall performance of models across

the full joint distribution. Here, the goal may be simply to pick the model which she

believes will perform ‘best’ out of those available.

In this situation, ‘best’ will depend on the purpose to which the model will be put. It

will depend, among other things, on the type of decision which the model informs (for

example, whether the analyst wishes to provide a partial explanation of observed data, or

whether she intends to use the model to make predictions of data yet unobserved) and on

the utility of the decisions being made (for example, the impact of forecast errors on some

variables may be more severe than on others).

In this thesis we argue that the development of context dependent approaches has an
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important role to play, particularly from an applied statistical standpoint, where we would

generally accept that not only is no candidate model likely to be correct, but also that

different models may be preferred for different purposes.

1.2 Perspectives on model selection

It is well known that the fact that models being evaluated typically capture the data

generating process only in an approximate way presents challenges to the procedure for

model selection.

The status of these models, in terms of their claim to represent a ‘true’ underlying data

process, may change, depending on application. Bernardo and Smith [1994] consider three

possible perspectives on the models under investigation which, in turn, suggest different

frameworks for the evaluation of models.

Firstly, in the M -closed perspective, we may have reason to believe that the set of can-

didate models contains the true model. This might be the assumption in a classical

hypothesis testing procedure where we wish to select one of two model hypotheses which,

we believe, exhaust the possibilities, or, in a Bayesian setting, to which we are prepared

to assign some non zero prior probability of being the true model. Many standard model

selection approaches, for example those using Bayes factors (see Kass and Raftery [1995]),

assume the underlying M-closed context. In all but the simplest cases, however, this

assumption is dubious.

A second, M -completed, perspective, considers the models as approximations to some

known model where, perhaps, such approximations are being made in order that subse-

quent inference or analysis becomes more tractable.

In practice, we rarely operate in either of these two worlds: more usually, we operate in

an M -open situation, in which the class of fitted models is simply a convenient proxy for

an unknown true model. Here, once we accept that the model class under consideration

cannot usually be guaranteed to correspond in its entirety to a comprehensive and exact

representation of the modeller’s belief about what might unfold, the focus immediately
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shifts to identifying which aspects of the model performance are most important to the

end user.

Rather than seeking to provide a complete and faithful portrayal or explanation of the

underlying physical, causative processes, the analyst aims at releasing to her clients a

model which is ‘the best available and good enough’ (‘requisite’ to use the terminology

of Phillips [1982]) to enable predictions to be made within acceptable bounds, where

acceptability is defined with reference to the end user’s utility function.

With growing access to larger datasets, and the associated interest in ‘big data’ and ‘big

models’, we argue that achievement of these more pragmatic goals will become more im-

portant. One reason for this is the appetite to exploit large datasets in the absence of a

clearly defined structure a priori. For example, unsupervised learning (Gharamani [2004],

Hastie et al. [2009], Murphy [2012]) on a large but incomplete data set provides opportu-

nities to discover new predictive covariates, but also presents challenges in that the search

for the best model is likely to be pragmatically, rather than theoretically motivated. Even

in those cases where the modeller has access to greater insight into the underlying data

structure and relationships, the larger the size and nature of the data set, the less feasible

it is to build faithful probability structures over every aspect of the joint distribution.

1.3 Contexts for model selection

In our work within energy and financial market risk management, we have encountered a

number of situations in which standard model selection procedures need to be adapted to

reflect the context of the decisions being made. In this thesis, we examine three distinct

contexts we frequently encounter in practice, where it is desirable to introduce alternative

selection methodologies. We now outline these contexts.

1.3.1 Focus on some marginals of the joint distribution

Many standard model selection approaches, for example, Bayes factors, are implicitly

concerned with the performance of the model across the full joint distribution rather than

the subset of interest. In many applications, however, the consequences of poor forecasts
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of some variables are often relatively minor compared to other variables.

For example, prices in the UK gas markets are highly dependent on a complex set of rela-

tionships including short term demand, commodity prices in other countries from which

gas can be imported, global oil prices, and long term storage, supply and demand con-

siderations. Cartea and Williams [2008] and Asche et al. [2006] provide good discussions

of the interplay between short term and long term factors, although modelling these re-

lationships has, arguably, recently become even more problematic due to the impact of

shale gas (see, for example, Asche et al. [2012]).

In this situation, a natural approach to accommodate the variety of factors, while recog-

nising the researcher’s own uncertainty over the nature of the relationships, is to consider

a high dimensional network model, which may have been built to exploit a number of

promising covariates or to allow the researcher to build up a plausible set of connections

between components hierarchically. See, for example, Abramson and Finizza [1991] and

Yu et al. [2008] for work in this direction.

An analyst may ultimately be interested only in the dependence of price V on UK demand,

D. However, rather than modelling this directly (which might require the elicitation of

complex priors and likelihood specifications beyond her experience, or that of subject

matter experts) she considers that a more encompassing network model is appropriate.

This is because it allows her to build up a series of intermediate dependencies which are

more readily modelled, understood and elicited, with the hope that in doing this, the

relationship of interest can be established more accurately than through a more direct

approach.

Application of Bayes factors to the resulting models will, as we comment in Chapter 3,

assess the models on their overall performance expressed in terms of the full joint distri-

bution across all variables modelled. Here, however, the analyst is interested in choosing

between models based on their performance in predicting price based on a change in UK

demand. In this situation, we argue that the selection criteria used should specifically fo-

cus on the relationships of interests and the utility of the model in this regard, as opposed

to predictive performance on variables of less interest.
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1.3.2 Utility of decision

In a number of situations, the researcher may be able to quantify the loss experienced when

using a poor model, for example, through forecast error. Sometimes, this may be explicitly

stated in terms of minimum regulatory requirements for model performance which must be

met (see Wong [2010]), or may be implicit from the consequences of decisions made using

model predictions. Here, it is clearly desirable that the selection approach is sensitive to

the expected future utility resulting from use of the chosen model.

Research in this area has tended to concentrate on considering the incorporation of dif-

ferent utilities within the M -closed framework (for example, Bernardo and Smith [1994]

for general utilities and San Martini and Spezzaferri [1984] in the context of predictive

utility), or, within M -open frameworks, on the use of scoring rules (for example, Gneiting

[2011] who considers a variety of scoring functions in the context of point prediction, or

more recently Musio and Dawid [2013] who consider their use in the context of model

selection). However, the cross validatory application of these rules (see, e.g. Vehtari and

Lampinen [2002], Vehtari and Ojanen [2012]) is often too computationally intensive to

implement, and in these circumstances it is useful to have alternative utility based metrics

to employ.

In Chapter 4 we consider an example from the UK electricity generating market in which

models are used to provide forecasts of extreme quantiles of price distributions. In such

Value at Risk applications (see, for example, Duffie and Pan [1997] for an overview of this

commonly used risk measure) it is important that the selection criteria reflects the spe-

cific application of the model. Having selected appropriate utility based scoring metrics

(for further background on the quantile based losses we consider, see Cervera and Munoz

[1996]) we show how the score can be incorporated directly within a score based informa-

tion criterion which is then used to select the most appropriate model. As we discuss in

Chapter 2, this is in contrast to many standard approaches, including the Bayes factor,

which make assumptions about the specific nature of the analyst’s utility which are often

unrealistic in practice.
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1.3.3 Modularity

The final context we consider is the situation in which models which have been built for one

purpose, are ‘re-used’ as components within larger models. In applied work, this situation

often arises as a result of the importance of an audited, ‘tried and tested’ model being

used. In some situations, this may be demanded from a ‘use test’ requirement in which to

prevent abuse of a regulatory framework, a regulator insists that the same models should be

used for internal control and external reporting (see Ong [2007]). In other circumstances,

convenience and time may dictate that an analyst use what is already available in order

to arrive at an acceptable solution within cost and time constraints.

As an example in energy market modelling, models for UK electricity prices are often

constructed from component price models of the underlying fuels used for power generation

(principally nuclear fuels, coal and gas) together with a model which forecasts demand from

industrial and household consumers. A set of more deterministic relationships governing

which generation options are preferred in which circumstances then allows the models to be

combined into a forecasting tool for the resulting electricity price. For ease of exposition,

we consider only highly stylised examples in this thesis (but see Weron [2007], Howison

and Coulon [2009] and Benth and Kettler [2011] for a flavour of more detailed treatments).

In these situations we may build a number of larger ‘aggregate’ models from the available,

smaller, component models, and wish to select the best performing. A naive approach is

simply to compare the performance of the models on some future observed data. However,

this may ignore richer data available to assess particular components of the model. In

the electricity example above, it may be that we have a large amount of data to assess

the performance of coal price models, but a more recent history only of nuclear or solar

generation. In these cases, we argue in Chapter 5 that we may be able to obtain more

robust and less volatile assessments of aggregate model performance by combining the

assessments of component models, as an alternative approach.

We also suggest that the naive procedure of scoring the models against observed data may

sometimes be sub-optimal if the researcher has a partially expressed belief in the under-

lying data generating mechanism, or in the degree to which future data is exchangeable
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with data already observed. For example, the researcher may believe that, given market

restructuring, future coal price dynamics are likely to be similar to those observed in a

less regulated regime, and therefore it may be more appropriate to assess the likely future

performance of the coal component of the model using data gathered from one less recent

but perhaps more relevant time period, while assessing the gas component using more

recent data.

While it might theoretically be possible to transform these beliefs into a more formal

mixture of parametric and non-parametric assumptions (see, for example, Gutierrez-Pena

and Walker [2001], Gutierrez-Pena and Walker [2005]) and deal with this situation using

an M -complete formulation, in practice this is complex. We believe that modular model

assessment may provide the analyst with a simpler method in which to intervene within

the selection framework in order to allow additional insights to be incorporated as part of

the model selection decision.

1.4 Thesis outline

In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of some of the commonly encountered Bayesian model

selection approaches. We highlight important limitations in their application to problems

in which specific assumptions of particular approaches are no longer valid.

The remaining chapters deal with aspects of the three contexts discussed above:

Chapter 3 discusses how we might modify Bayes factor selection when our interest is on

specific marginals of a joint data generating process, rather than the full joint probability

distribution. We discuss a possible approach which proceeds using a direct modification of

the Bayes factor itself. We also present a related approach which seeks to reach a similar

result using a more indirect adjustment of the priors on components within the models.

Chapter 4 discusses ways in which the future utility of decisions made using the chosen

model can be accommodated within the model selection approach, and, in particular, the

role of scoring rules in model selection. While much of the literature (Gneiting and Raftery

[2007], Vehtari and Ojanen [2012]) focuses on the application of a chosen scoring rule using
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cross-validatory techniques, we highlight practical difficulties often encountered when using

such methods. We also explain that shortcomings with prequential predictive approaches,

particularly where sample sizes are small and models need a reasonable amount of data

on which to learn parameters, motivate a role for posterior predictive scores. We therefore

introduce a new Bayesian score based information criterion (the BPSIC ) which can be

used to provide a bias corrected posterior score enabling the analyst to incorporate her

chosen utility when comparing models.

In Chapter 5 we consider the assessment of models which act as ‘components’ within

a larger model. Such modular assessment is potentially more flexible and allows new

components to be assessed outside the larger system. We argue that it also provides one

way for the analyst to intervene and incorporate her partial views on the data generating

process and future exchangeability.

Chapter 6 provides a concluding summary and discussion of the themes and areas for

further research.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Bayesian model

selection

2.1 Introductory remarks

The literature on Bayesian model selection is extensive. Kadane and Lazar [2004] and

Vehtari and Ojanen [2012] provide comprehensive surveys. This chapter comments on a

selection of the approaches proposed. For ease of exposition, unless otherwise stated, we

consider the situation where we wish to choose between models M1 and M2, given a data

sample, x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} of size n.

Each model, Mi, comprises a likelihood fi(y | θ) and prior πi(θ), where the dimension

and support of the parameter θ may be different across models under comparison, and we

denote by p(y | x,Mi) the predictive probability density under model Mi of a future ob-

servation y given the observed data x. We refer to the true, but unknown, data generating

process as M?.

We make the assumption throughout that even though our interest may be in predicting

future observations, selection of a single model is desirable, as opposed to approaches

which allow us to form a composite model from available candidates, for example, using

Bayesian Model Averaging (see Geisser [1993], Draper [1995], Raftery et al. [1997])). This
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might be, perhaps, for reasons of transparency and auditability of assumptions, where the

analyst needs to present a single model to decision making stakeholders.

Bayesian model averaging may provide a more flexible and powerful framework for making

future predictions, but the resulting formulation may be less easily interpretable than a

single model would be. For example, within a single model, parameters can often be given

a readily understood meaning. In a collection of models the resulting parameters can lose

this meaning, with the result that the narrative structure can be lost, and it becomes

more difficult for users of the model, or subject matter experts, to provide challenge to

the underlying model structure and parameterisation.

2.2 A decision theoretic context

Within the context of predicting future observations, both Bernardo and Smith [1994] and

the survey of established and recent approaches in Bayesian model selection in Vehtari and

Ojanen [2012] frame the model selection problem in decision theoretic terms as choosing

the model Mk which maximises the expected utility:

Ū(Mk, âk) =
∫
u(Mk, âk, ỹ)p(ỹ | x,M?)dỹ, (2.1)

where âk is the prediction which maximises the expected utility if model Mk is used.

Vehtari and Ojanen [2012] consider two cases, which they refer to as reference predictive

and projection predictive. These differ according to the nature of the model for future data

in which âk is assumed to maximise expected utility.

We denote the true data generating mechanism for future observations y by M?, the

utility of selecting model Mk and taking a predictive action âk from available actions A,

by u(Mk, âk, ỹ). In the reference predictive approach, we have:

âk = arg max
a∈A

∫
u(Mk, ak, ỹ)p(ỹ | x,Mk)dỹ, (2.2)

that is to say, âk is chosen to maximise expected utility were model Mk to generate future
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data. By comparison, in the projection predictive approach we have

âk = arg max
a∈A

∫
u(Mk, ak, ỹ)p(ỹ | x,M?)dỹ, (2.3)

that is, âk is chosen to maximise expected utility were model M? used to generate future

data.

Many common approaches can be categorised in terms of their assumptions of the extent

of our knowledge (M -open, M -complete, M -closed) of the data generating mechanism,

and the nature of the utility, which we now consider.

2.3 M-closed perspectives

2.3.1 The Bayes factor

In the M -closed perspective, the Bayes factor (Good [1950], Jeffreys [1961], Kass and

Raftery [1995]) can be used to address the particular decision problem where our objective

is to choose the true model. In this situation, any other model is equally unacceptable

regardless of whether it might have been ‘close enough’ for a particular application. Here,

our utility can be represented in a ‘zero-one’ form. Recalling that we denote the true

model by M?, then the zero-one utility is

u(Mi) =


1, Mi = M?

0, Mi 6= M?.

(2.4)

In this situation, we now establish criteria for making the optimal decision. Let us denote

by di, the decision to select model Mi. We then have the expected utility of di,

ū(di | x) = p(Mi | x). (2.5)

To maximise expected utility, we choose d1 if p(M1 | x) > p(M2 | x). From Bayes’ theorem,
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we have
p(M1 | x)
p(M2 | x) = p(x |M1)π(M1)

p(x |M2)π(M2) = B12
π(M1)
π(M2) , (2.6)

where π(Mi) represents the prior probabilities of each model being the ‘true’ model, and

where the factor

B12 = p(x |M1)
p(x |M2) =

∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ∫
f2(x | θ)π2(θ)dθ , (2.7)

which transforms the prior odds into the posterior odds, is called the Bayes factor.

It is optimal to choose M1 if p(x |M1)π(M1)
p(x |M2)π(M2) > 1. In other words, our decision rule is

choose M1 if

B12 >
π(M2)
π(M1) . (2.8)

Jeffreys [1961] provides heuristic guidance on interpreting the Bayes factor by means of

numerical values which represent differing weights of evidence in favour of one model over

the other:

Table 2.1: Jeffreys [1961] scale of evidence for model selection

log10B12 B12 Evidence against H2

0 to 1/2 1 to 3.2 Not worth more than a bare mention
1/2 to 1 3.2 to 10 Substantial
1 to 1.5 10 to 31.6 Strong
1.5 to 2 31.6 to 100 Very Strong
> 2 > 100 Decisive

Importantly, Kadane and Dickey [1980] establish that zero-one utility is, essentially, the

only utility under which the Bayes factor will be the optimal criterion – in all other cases,

the expected utility depends on the data beyond the summary provided by the Bayes

factor. This can be seen by considering criteria for deciding whether ū(d1 | x) > ū(d2 | x)

for arbitrary utilities u, given data x. Conditioning on the ‘truth’ of the model M and
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assuming the true model is either M1 and M2, we have

p(M1 | x)ū(d1 | x,M1) + p(M2 | x)ū(d1 | x,M2) >

p(M1 | x)ū(d2 | x,M1) + p(M2 | x)ū(d2 | x,M2)

p(M1 | x)
p(M2 | x) >

ū(d2 | x,M2)− ū(d1 | x,M2)
ū(d1 | x,M1)− ū(d2 | x,M1) = E[u(d2)− u(d1) | x,M2]

E[u(d1)− u(d2) | x,M1] . (2.9)

For the Bayes factor alone to be a sufficient summary of the data to define the decision,

we require that this fraction has no further dependence on the data. This requires each

u(di) to be constant given Mj , or in other words, up to constant factors we must have a

utility of zero-one form.

These results set constraints on the range of applications to which the Bayes factor will be

appropriate and beyond which Bayes factor methods may start to decrease in efficiency.

2.3.2 Bayes factors and the ‘catch-up’ effect

A further difficulty encountered with use of the Bayes factor is in the choice of prior

distribution for the parameters within each model. The Bayes factor is demonstrably

sensitive to choice of parameter prior, and determination of appropriate priors across a

potentially large family of candidate models (and justification of these to auditors) is

problematic. For large problems, it is usually feasible to elicit only broad characteristics

of the prior. It may also be important for an analyst to present model results to, and

accommodate, multiple stakeholders, each who may have a different prior. Analysis of

uncertainty in the prior is therefore important to assess implications of misspecification

or alternative specification.

Assuming models Mi, Mj have equal prior probability, the Bayes factor criterion that we

should select model Mi in preference to Mj if p(x | Mi) > p(x | Mj) can equivalently be

expressed in the form

− log p(x |Mi) < − log p(x |Mj). (2.10)

When the observed data x comprises a series of observations which we can sequence
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x1, x2, . . . xn, then Dawid [1984] establishes a prequential (predictive sequential) formula-

tion of the predictive density:

p(x |Mi) =
n∏
k=1

p(xk |Mi, x1, . . . , xk−1).

Equivalently, the log density of the complete data can be expressed as the sum of the

individual ‘one step ahead’ (prequential) logarithmic losses

log p(x |Mi) =
n∑
k=1

log p(xk |Mi, x1, . . . , xk−1), (2.11)

which gives rise to the selection criterion where we select model Mi if

n∑
k=1
− log p(xk | x1, . . . , xk−1,Mi) <

n∑
k=1
− log p(xk | x1, . . . , xk−1,Mj). (2.12)

In other words, selecting models based on their cumulative logarithmic loss (where we

allow parameter updating to take place after each observation) is equivalent to selection

based on the Bayes factor.

When we are concerned with how models will perform for future predictions, as opposed

to how faithfully they have represented observed data, it is important to question the

extent to which historical performance (assessed by the cumulative logarithmic loss) is

representative of future, predictive, performance. In relation to the Bayes factor, van

Erven et al. [2012] call this the ‘catch up’ effect: a model can initially perform poorly –

for example, a vague prior has been used to allow initial data to have a greater influence

on parameter updating – but after a period of ‘training’, it may start to out-perform

alternative models.

The cumulative logarithmic loss may be dominated by poor performance on early obser-

vations and therefore fail to identify this change point at an early stage. We illustrate

this in Section 2.3.3 below, where we show how Bayes factors which are allowed to be

conditioned on a subset of training data may be preferable to the standard Bayes factor.

Overcoming this shortcoming is a key motivation for our development of a posterior score

criterion in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.3).
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It is important to note that the catch up effect occurs, not as a result of the zero-one utility

assumption in the Bayes factor, but, rather, as a consequence of its M -closed assumption.

To see this, suppose we retain the M -closed assumption, but change our decision problem

to that of choosing between modelsMi, i ∈ I, where our utility is linked to future predictive

performance.

Bernardo and Smith [1994] provide an analysis of this situation under quadratic loss.

Specifically, we suppose the utility of making a prediction, ŷi of an observation using

model Mi, when the actual observation is denoted by y is given by the quadratic loss:

u(Mi, ŷi, y) = −(ŷi − y)2. (2.13)

Suppose we observe data x. Under each model, Mi, the optimal prediction when using

that model under quadratic loss is the mean of the predictive density, that is:

ŷi = E [y | x,Mi] . (2.14)

We wish to select the model Mi which minimises expected loss, that is

arg min
i∈I

∫
(y − ŷi)2p(y | x)dy, (2.15)

and under the M -closed assumption, we have

p(y | x) =
∑
i∈I

p(Mi | x)pi(y | x). (2.16)

Bernardo and Smith [1994] show that this simplifies to choosing the model Mi which

minimises the expression

(ŷi − ŷ)2 +
∑
j∈I

(ŷi − ŷj)2p(Mj | x), (2.17)

where

ŷ =
∑
j∈I

p(Mj | x)ŷj , (2.18)
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and comment that in the situation where we are choosing between two models, this

amounts to selecting the model with the highest posterior probability. Therefore, in this

case, replacement of the zero-one utility with an alternative predictive utility also results

in a choice of the Bayes factor as our decision criterion.

2.3.3 Robustness of Bayes factors to prior choice

In the previous section, we saw how the Bayes factor can be dominated by early ‘training’

observations, particularly where models have priors which adjust to data received. A

closely related issue is that of the relative lack of robustness of the Bayes factor to the

choice of prior. The Jeffreys-Lindley paradox (see Lindley [1957], Jeffreys [1961]) shows

that when priors are improper and we use a Bayes factor to compare models M1 and M2,

then it is possible to adjust the prior for model M2 in such a way that, regardless of the

data observed, model M1 will always be preferred.

Many of the results in the robustness literature (see the comprehensive accounts in Berger

et al. [1994] and Rios Insua and Ruggeri [2012]) are concerned with changes in the predic-

tive density as a result of changes in prior. When priors are proper, these results can also

be applied to the analyse the robustness of the Bayes factor to changes in prior. Berger

[1990] provides an extensive review of approaches to assessing robustness, distinguishing

between local and global robustness analysis. The local analysis of robustness considers

the effect on posterior quantities of small perturbations in the prior, essentially studying

the rate of change in posterior with the prior (see, e.g. Gustafson [1996]).

The analyst may hope that small changes in prior specification have minor impact which

will further decrease as the data available for updating the model grows. This would

then provide a degree of confidence in eliciting priors, or ranges of priors, which are ‘good

enough’, and a greater degree of justification for adopting the resulting conclusions without

the need for lengthy sensitivity analysis.

In the broader setting of general convergence of posterior distributions for a range of prior

distributions, Gustafson and Wasserman [1995] provided an alarming finding: using the

total variation metric, the supremum of the distance between posteriors resulting from
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priors close in the total variation sense, almost surely diverges at a rate of nk/2, where k is

the dimension of the parameter space. Smith and Rigat [2012] have shown that this result

was due to the coarseness of the total variation metric used, where the total variation is

defined as

dV (f, g) =
∫
θ
| f(θ)− g(θ) | dθ.

Using an alternative density ratio metric, the local DeRobertis distance, defined as

dR(f, g) = sup
θ,φ

∣∣∣∣f(θ)g(φ)
f(φ)g(θ) − 1

∣∣∣∣ ,
Smith and Rigat [2012] show that, in most cases encountered in practice, where further

smoothness conditions on the prior hold, the posterior distance can be bounded, and

decreases in sample size.

In many cases it is also important to undertake some form of global robustness analysis, in

order to provide decision makers with confidence in the the range of posterior outcomes,

and therefore Bayes factors, resulting from a particular class of prior distributions.

Lavine [1991] considers a variety of classes of prior distributions useful for this purpose.

Two of the most widely used classes are ε-contamination classes (Berger and Berliner

[1986]) and density ratio classes (DeRobertis and Hartigan [1981]). For a fixed distribution

π0, and fixed value of ε ∈ [0, 1], the ε-contamination class, Γ, relative to a family of

distributions Q is defined as

Γ = (1− ε)π0 + εq : q ∈ Q. (2.19)

Density ratio classes are defined by non-negative functions a(θ), b(θ), where the density-

ratio class S consists of the set of prior distributions with kernel densities p(θ) satisfying

a(θ) ≤ p(θ) ≤ b(θ). (2.20)
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2.3.4 Assessment of Bayes factor robustness to prior choice

In this section we introduce new methods for assessing robustness to prior choice. Suppose

we are interested in estimating the range of Bayes factors for comparing two models M1

and M2 which could result from a plausible range of prior densities, π(θ) around a ‘base’

prior, πi(θ), for the parameter θ in model Mi.

A natural sub-class of the density ratio class to consider could be:

Πi = {π(θ) : π(θ)
k
≤ πi(θ) ≤ kπ(θ)}, (2.21)

for k > 0. For example, this could be chosen to correspond to the elicitation of likely

error ranges around a subject matter expert’s assessment of probability, or to reflect the

range in prior opinion across multiple stakeholders: a choice of k = 3 would mean that

the probability for any event or interval would be at most three times higher or at least a

third of the quoted probability.

In Appendix A we present an algorithm (Algorithm 1) we have developed to allow us to

study the extent to which the Bayes factor can vary over the range of priors within a given

density ratio class, and in particular, the supremum of the Bayes factor over the density

ratio class.

We now illustrate the approach with a very simple example. A normal model, yi ∼

N(θ, 10), with known standard deviation, 10, and unknown mean, θ, is estimated from a

sample from the true, but unknown, data generating process with distribution N(5, 10).

Suppose the prior density on θ is N(2, 5). After a random sample of ten observations, a

posterior density of mean 5.09 and standard deviation of 2.67 is estimated. Figure 2.1

shows the prior within the density ratio family which maximises the Bayes factor where

k = 2, (based on N = 1, 000, 000 simulations and M = 100 divisions) calculated using the

algorithm.

Figure 2.2 shows how the ratio of the maximised Bayes factor to the Bayes factor based

on the base prior changes with the sample size.
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Figure 2.2: Maximum Bayes factor multiples with different sample sizes - unknown mean
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In the limit, as the posterior becomes concentrated around the true mean, the full value

of k (in this case 2) can be obtained as an uplift, by selection of a prior which increases its

mass by a factor of k on the increasingly small interval on which the posterior concentrates

its mass. The effects of the relatively poorer performance of the model in the early

‘training’ stages persist indefinitely, despite the model improving its predictive accuracy

as parameter estimates become more accurate with increasing data.

For predictive purposes, the initial calibration of the prior is less relevant, but because

the Bayes factor scores how well models did in the past, it strongly selects one model

over another where these are different. Smith and Daneshkhah [2010] provide an extreme

example of a model which is clearly suboptimal from the perspective of Bayes factor

selection, but which performs adequately for the purpose of future prediction.

It is also interesting to compare the robustness of the Bayes factor obtained above to

the robustness of the ‘leave one out’ Bayes factors considered at the end of Section 2.4.2.

Algorithm 2 in Appendix A provides a method of doing this. For comparison, we apply this

algorithm to an geometrically averaged ‘leave one out’ Bayes factor (which we motivate

in Section 2.4.2) defined as
k∏
j=1

(B12(xj | x(j)))
1/k, (2.22)

with B12(xj | x(j)) representing the Bayes factor for the single observation xj based on

updated models incorporating data from the residual observations.

We choose an example where the true data generating process is given by N(5, 10), and

the model has known precision, but the prior of N(2, 5) is used for the unknown mean.

In this case, to compare with the previous analysis, we restrict a(θ), b(θ) to lie within the

subclass of the density ratio class given by Equation (2.20).

As can be seen from Figure 2.3, the effect of the prior being allowed to vary within the

density ratio class diminishes as it is updated by the ‘training sample’ (that is, the sample

excluding the left out value). This effect is preserved when the geometric average is taken

over all possible left out values, leading to a significantly more robust measure in terms of

variability within the density ratio class. The reason for this is that the performance of the
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Figure 2.3: Maximum ‘leave one out’ Bayes factor multiples with different sample sizes - unknown
mean

model is assessed on the left out values only, allowing the model to adjust its parameters

on the training sample, so that the legacy of poor performance is not included within the

model score.

2.3.5 Bayes factors and improper priors

An alternative approach to the problem of choosing priors is to attempt to construct

‘objective’ priors, which are often improper in that they do not integrate to one. These

seek to represent a state of ignorance about the parameters. An analyst making use

of improper priors for model parameters encounters a difficulty when using the Bayes

factor, in that the values of p(x |Mi) in Equation (2.6) are indeterminate under improper

priors. In general, it will not be possible for the parameter priors under model Mi to be

normalised to integrate to one. A number of modifications have been suggested to address

this problem.
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For example Berger and Pericchi [1996] propose a method where aminimal training sample

such that the resulting posterior is proper is used to ‘convert’ the improper prior into a

proper prior, and the remaining data used to compute the Bayes factor. Averaging this

across the possible choices of training sample results in the intrinsic Bayes factor.

An alternative approach, proposed in O’Hagan [1995] and discussed further in De Santis

and Spezzaferri [1999], is the fractional Bayes factor, defined as

Bb
ij(x) = qi(x; b)

qj(x; b) , (2.23)

qi(x; b) =
∫
πi(θi)fi(x | θi)dθi∫
πi(θi)fi(x | θi)bdθi

,

where b denotes a training fraction between zero and one, and fi(x | θi), πi(θi) denote the

likelihood and parameter prior for model i. Although these approaches have the benefit of

‘stabilising’ the improper prior, particularly when sample sizes are small and consistency

properties similar to the Bayes factor can be established (see O’Hagan [1995], Ando [2010])

the choice of training fraction can be somewhat arbitrary, and particularly in the small

sample case, it is unclear how much information may be lost in not using the full sample

for evaluation.

2.4 M-open perspectives

In the M -open situation, the essential challenge is to find a proxy for the true model M?.

Three main families of approaches have been proposed, which we consider below.

2.4.1 Posterior predictive approaches

Posterior predictive approaches (for example, Gelfand and Dey [1994], Gelfand and Ghosh

[1998]) ‘re-use’ an identical data sample x′ = x, as a proxy for future observations under

M?. The expected utility is estimated by averaging the utility of using the predictive

distribution on these observations:

Ū(Mk, âk) ≈
1
n

∑
u(Mk, âk, x

′
i)p(x′i | D,M?). (2.24)
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Posterior Bayes factors

As an extreme example of a posterior predictive approach, Aitkin [1991] proposes the

posterior Bayes factor :

p(x′ | x,M1)/p(x′ | x,M2). (2.25)

The procedure suggested is to use the complete data sample as a training sample on which

to update parameters for the model. We subsequently compute the Bayes factor for the

updated model against the same set of observations. Although the use of the updated

model corresponds to the ‘state’ in which the model would be anticipated to be used for

making future predictions, the contributed discussion of Aitkin [1991] identified some less

desirable features of the posterior Bayes factor, most notably in using the same data twice:

to estimate parameters and to assess model performance a bias is introduced which may

be significant.

Goldstein [1991] constructs an extreme example of such overfitting. A random number

between 1 and 1000 is selected as the parameter θ. The data valueX is generated according

to one of two models: M1 : X = θ,M2 : X = Z[1, 1000], where the distribution Z

denotes a uniformly selected integer in the range 1 to 1000. In this example, the posterior

Bayes factor would favour M1 by 1000 to 1 (compared to the ‘classical’ Bayes factor of

1). However, the performance on the posterior Bayes factor simply reflects the extent of

overfitting permitted by this model.

Lindley [1991] constructs an example where the posterior Bayes factor leads to an intransi-

tivity in the relationship between models. In his example, four models,M11,M12,M13,M14

are constructed, where the posterior Bayes factor leads M11 to be considered more plau-

sible than M12, and M21 to be considered more plausible than M22. However, in the

composite model (defined as the model which says that the distribution is either that

defined by M11 or M21) we have that M11 ∪M21 is less plausible than M12 ∪M22. This

demonstrates a lack of coherence in the approach in that it can lead to contradictory

conclusions being drawn depending on the models to which it is applied.
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‘Held out’ posterior predictive approaches

Gelfand and Dey [1994] present a framework in which model choice is based on the perfor-

mance of each model’s posterior predictive density (conditional on a subset of data, S2),

on another (not necessarily distinct) subset of the same data, S1. In this sense S2 can be

regarded as a training sample, and S1 a sample to be ‘held out’ for model assessment.

This permits more general predictive densities to be employed. In this case we replace the

Bayes factor with a more general ratio

p(S1 | S2,M1)
p(S1 | S2,M2) . (2.26)

The Bayes factor can be regarded as a special case, where we have S1 = x, and S2 = ∅.

Similarly the posterior Bayes factor results from the case in which we choose S2 = x and

S2 = x . The choice of S1 = x\xi, S2 = xi results in the pseudo Bayes factor (Geisser and

Eddy [1979]).

Such an approach not only avoids problems associated with improper priors when calcu-

lating the Bayes factor, but also has the potential to allow more general loss functions (for

example replacing the posterior predictive density with a more general scoring rule (see

Section 2.5) to be incorporated in the model assessment. However, it leaves open two im-

portant questions - firstly, the extent to which overlapping subsets used for model training

and validation introduce bias into the assessment, and secondly the extent to which the

power of the assessment is reduced by assessing performance on models conditioned on an

incomplete sample of data. This approach and associated issues are closely linked to the

cross-validatory approaches we now consider.

2.4.2 Cross-validatory approaches

In a non Bayesian context, Stone [1974] introduces a cross-validation procedure which

assesses performance by averaging predictive performance on a subset of observed data

of models built on the remaining data. The data are first partitioned into a construction
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(training) sample and a validation sample. The value of an appropriate loss function

comparing predictions from the model built using the construction sample to the actual

held out observations in the validation sample, is averaged across all combinations of

construction and validation sample.

Under the log predictive density loss function, for example, we can define the leave one

out (LOO) cross validated score as

LOO = 1
n

n∑
i=1

log p(xi |Mi, x(i)), (2.27)

where x(i) denotes the data x excluding the observation xi. Alternatives using larger vali-

dation samples are clearly also possible (although see the contributed discussion in Stone

[1974], suggesting that these are less likely to be optimal). Bernardo and Smith [1994],

Arlot and Celisse [2010], Key et al. [1999] and Vehtari [2001] provide further examples of

the application of cross validation to the estimation of general expected utilities, and more

recently Vehtari and Ojanen [2012] have advocated this approach.

One practical drawback of cross-validation is that it can be computationally complex to

rebuild models for multiple training samples, particularly where MCMC methods (Gelfand

and Smith [1990], Gilks et al. [1996]) are used to obtain parameter estimates. This may

rule it out for initial exploratory model comparison, in situations where a large number of

candidate models are being evaluated.

Although computationally less expensive variants are available, for example where random

sub-samples are used, there is a danger that they may omit important observations. This

could be a particular danger when our aim is to assess the model on its ability to forecast

tail quantiles of the distribution. Where smaller samples are used to form the training

data, this may not fully reflect the model’s improving performance when conditioned on

the full set of available data.
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2.4.3 Cross-validatory approaches and modified Bayes factors

Although it could be argued that cross-validation lacks a formal Bayesian foundation, a

striking result in Bernardo and Smith [1994] shows that, at least asymptotically, related

cross-validation criteria also result from Bayesian decision problems. If we are trying to

predict the value of a new observation, y, from data x, we use the data itself as a proxy for

the true but unknown distribution pT (y | x). If the observed data x is a large sample, and

we define the residual data x(j) := x\xj , then Bernardo and Smith [1994] approximate the

expected utility of the action, a(x,Mi), of making a prediction of y based on the observed

data x, that is, they estimate:

∫
u(y, a(x,Mi))pT (y | x)dy, (2.28)

using the sample approximation

1
n

n∑
j=1

u(xj , a(x(j),Mi)). (2.29)

For example, under quadratic loss, we would look for the model, Mi which minimises

1
n

n∑
j=1

(xj − EMi [y | x(j)])2, (2.30)

where EMi [y | x(j)] denotes the mean of the predictive distribution for model Mi, condi-

tioned on the data x(j). Under the loss function given by the logarithm of the predictive

density, suppose decision di is to choose model Mi. Decision d1 is taken if the expected

utility of d1 is greater than d2. That is to say, if

∫
log p(y |M1, x)p(y | T, x) >

∫
log p(y |M2, x)p(y | T, x) (2.31)

then our criterion for selecting model M1 becomes

∫
log p(y |M1, x)

p(y |M2, x)p(y | T, x) > 0. (2.32)
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Bernardo and Smith [1994] approximate this integral, arguing that as a proxy for y and x

we can use a random sample from the n partitions
[
x(j), xj

]
(where x(j) denotes the data

x with the element xj removed) where the first term in each partition acting as a proxy

for y and the second term acts as a proxy for x. By doing this, the selection criterion

becomes
k∑
j=1

log
p(xj |M1, x(j))
p(xj |M2, x(j))

> 0,

and so the criterion for selecting M1 becomes

k∏
j=1

(B12(xj | x(j)))
1/k > 1, (2.33)

with B12(xj | x(j)) representing the Bayes factor for the single observation xj based on

updated models incorporating data from the remaining observations.

They comment that one interpretation of this result is that we have a family of alternative

Bayes factors: at one extreme the (classical) Bayes factor in which the model remains un-

changed and is assessed on its ability to predict the full range of observations; at the other

extreme the ‘leave one out’ Bayes factors which assess how the model predicts a single

future observation when Bayesian updating is permitted, based on the remaining obser-

vations. See also Key et al. [1999] for a generalisation of these approaches to encompass

alternative utility functions.

2.5 Scoring rules for model selection

Scoring rules (see, for example, the reviews in Gneiting and Raftery [2007], Gneiting

[2011]) are a form of utility on a probability forecast. They provide a numerical value, or

score S(p, x) based on a forecast probability density p, and observed value x. Commonly

encountered scoring rules are the quadratic score:

QS(p, x) = 2p(x)−
∫
p(x)2dx, (2.34)

and the logarithmic score:

LogS(p, x) = log p(x). (2.35)
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Winkler et al. [1996] and Bernardo and Smith [1994] comment on the dual role played by

scoring rules in elicitation (providing an incentive for the forecaster to provide their hon-

est, unhedged, forecast density) and also in retrospective performance assessment. More

recently, Musio and Dawid [2013] advocate the direct use of scoring rules in model selec-

tion. Observations are scored based on each model’s forecast, and the selection criterion

becomes that of choosing the best cumulative scoring model. This is attractive as it allows

the analyst to choose the appropriate utility which will be applied, in practice, to future

predictions, and then to assess models using this utility.

The logarithmic and quadratic scores are examples of strictly proper scoring rules, whose

forecast expectation is maximised if and only if the forecast density is quoted. More

formally, if the forecaster believes the forecast is best represented by the probability density

p, then the scoring rule S is strictly proper if for any other probability density q, we have

∫
S(p, x)p(x)dx ≥

∫
S(q, x)p(x)dx, (2.36)

with equality iff p = q.

Bernardo [1979] considered the additional desirable requirement of locality. Local scoring

rules are defined to be those which only depend on the forecast density of the value of x

observed, rather than the full density (that is, S(p, x) = S(p(x), x)). Bernardo [1979] shows

that the requirement that a scoring rule be both proper and local is, under appropriate

smoothness conditions on S, equivalent to requiring S to be a logarithmic scoring rule of

the form A log p(x) +B(x).

One problem, in practice, with the logarithmic score is that it significantly penalises

models which differ in the tails of the distribution where the log predictive density is a

large negative number. If a user is more interested in performance in the body of the

distribution – perhaps in terms of a model’s ability to forecast typical future observations

– then this may place too much emphasis on models which fit the tails accurately.

For practical model selection purposes, we argue that locality is not a crucial property

(although we accept that, from a more theoretical standpoint, departure from locality may
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be at odds with the likelihood principle - see Bernardo and Smith [1994] for a discussion

of this point) but, rather, our central concern is in choosing a loss function which targets

a particular utility. It is interesting to note that recently, other authors have discarded

the need for local scoring rules. For example, Musio and Dawid [2013] advocate non-local

scoring rules, albeit in their case to avoid the indeterminacy of normalising constants when

using improper priors.

More generally, Dawid [2007] formulates the role of proper scoring rules and their related

divergences in the context of a general decision problem where we have an outcome space

X, action space A, and loss function L. If P , Q are distributions over X, Dawid [2007]

defines:

• Bayes act aP := arg infa∈A L(P, a)

• Proper scoring rule S(x,Q) := L(x, aQ)

• Entropy function H(P ) := S(P, P )

• Divergence function d(P,Q) := S(P,Q)−H(P ),

for aP , aQ ∈ A and where we denote L(P, a) = EP [L(X, a)], S(P,Q) = EP [L(X,Q)],

where X ∼ P .

For example, if we take the logarithmic density loss function L(x,Q) = − logQ(x), the

Bayes act aP is equal to P , the associated proper scoring rule is the logarithmic scoring

rule S(x,Q) = − logQ(x) and the divergence corresponds to Kullback-Leibler divergence.

Alternatively, in the case of quadratic loss, the loss function L(x, a) = (a− x)2, the Bayes

act aP corresponds to choosing µP , where µP is defined to be the mean of the distribution

defined by P , and the associated proper scoring rule is S(x,Q) = (µQ − x)2.

Note that in the second example, the scoring rule is not strictly proper (see, e.g. Gneiting

and Raftery [2007]) because the expected score will be maximised by any distribution

sharing the same mean as the true distribution, P , neither is it local as it depends on

values of the density function of Q at points other than the observed value x.
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Having selected a suitable scoring rule, one method of model selection would be to compare

the scores of the candidate models against the observed data. However, similar disadvan-

tages apply to the sequential application of scoring rules to a model to those which we

have noted in relation to the Bayes factor - specifically, that the cumulative score will dis-

advantage poorly scoring models in their early stages of parameter learning, and will focus

less on the future predictive performance, and more on historical predictive performance.

One option to improve selection performance could be to adapt the techniques introduced

in van Erven et al. [2012] for the case of the Bayes factor within the context of a more

general cumulative scoring framework, by constructing a ‘switch distribution’ to describe

when (in terms of sample size) it is optimal to switch from using one model to another, and

from which probabilities can be obtained to select the model of highest future predictive

accuracy. van Erven et al. [2012] provide examples of how it is possible to update the

switch distribution based on observed data.

Cross-validatory and posterior predictive approaches might be preferred in this situation,

as they are less susceptible to this effect, basing their assessments on a model which has,

to a greater or lesser extent, been updated based on a subset of the data. Ideally we would

use the full data on which to assess the model, although as commented previously, this

introduces a bias in using the data twice. In the next section, we consider information

criteria which explicitly correct for this bias.

2.6 Information criteria

We have observed that posterior predictive approaches can be desirable for two reasons.

Firstly, particularly in situations where data is scarce, they assess a model in the form in

which it will be used to make future predictions by allowing the analyst to update the

model in full based on data received. In this way they avoid the ‘catch up effect’. Secondly,

they allow for flexible assessment of the performance of this model, possibly using different

utility functions, by using the average performance of the model on the observed data as

a proxy for the performance on the future but unknown data. However, the use of the

same data twice - for parameter estimation and model assessment - introduces a bias, as
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we discuss below.

Information criteria are designed to incorporate a correction for this bias. Akaike [1973] is

a landmark: models are assessed on their fit in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence (which

is estimated by the AIC) to a true model, which is based on the empirical distribution of

the observed data.

If we denote the true, but unknown data generating process by f? and the pdf of two

candidate models at their respective maximum likelihood estimators θ̂ by f1(x, θ̂), f2(x, θ̂),

then the difference in Kullback-Leibler divergence to the true distribution:

KL (f?(x), f1(x, θ̂))−KL(f?(x), f2(x, θ̂)) (2.37)

=
∫
f?(x) log f2(x, θ̂)dx−

∫
f?(x) log f1(x, θ̂)dx, (2.38)

so that by comparing the terms on the right hand side, we can assess which model is closer

in Kullback Leibler divergence to the true model. Taking the expectation of one of these

terms:

D = Ef?

∫
f?(x) log fi(x, θ̂)dx, (2.39)

it can be shown (see, for example, Claeskens and Hjort [2010]) that if we estimate the true

distribution f? by the empirical distribution of the observed data x, then the estimator

D̂ =
n∑
i=1

log fi(xi, θ̂) (2.40)

will be a biased estimator of D, where the expected bias

Ef? [D̂ −D] = Tr(J−1K)/n+ o(1/n), (2.41)

where we denote

J =−Ef?

∂ log fi(x, θ)
∂θ

, (2.42)

K = V arf?

∂2 log fi(x, θ)
∂θ2 . (2.43)
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Making the further assumption that Tr J−1K ≈ p where p is the number of parameters in

the model (as it would be if the candidate model and true model coincided) then we can

define the AIC by correcting the estimator D̂ using the expected bias Ef? [D̂ −D].

So we have

AIC = 2(D̂ − Ef? [D̂ −D]), (2.44)

which we can express, using the above approximations, as

AIC = 2ln(x, θ̂)− 2p. (2.45)

Motivated by consideration of the Bayes factor, Schwarz [1978] introduces an alternative

Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which provides an asymptotic approximation to

the posterior probability of a model. The resulting criterion:

BIC = 2ln(x, θ̂))− p logn (2.46)

has a similar form to AIC, but a higher ‘penalty’ for the number of model parameters.

For an informal derivation of the BIC, we make use of the Laplace approximation (see

Tierney and Kadane [1986]) for a vector x of dimension p

∫
e−Nh(x)dx = e−Nh(x̂)(2π)p/2 |Σ|1/2N−p/2 +O(1/N), (2.47)

where Σ = ∂2h(x̂)
∂x∂xT

.

We wish to approximate the integrated likelihoods which appear in the Bayes factor Equa-

tion 2.7. To approximate the likelihood
∫
fi(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ for model Mi, we set N = n

and h(θ) = −1/n log fi(x | θ) + 1/n log πi(θ) within the Laplace approximation equation

2.47.

Ignoring terms less than O(N), we then have

∫
fi(x | θ)πi(θ)dθ ≈ log fi(x | θ̂)− p/2 logN. (2.48)
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2.6.1 Comparison of AIC and BIC

Wasserman [2000] and Claeskens and Hjort [2010] discuss differences between selection

using AIC and BIC. As already observed, the two criteria serve different purposes: AIC

seeks to choose the model nearest in Kullback–Leibler divergence to the true data generat-

ing model; BIC seeks to select the model with highest posterior probability, and therefore

provide an approximation to the model selection which would result when using the Bayes

factor.

Additionally, the two criteria have different properties as assessed in terms of their con-

sistency and efficiency.

Informally, we define (strong) consistency of a criterion as the property that, if there is

exactly one model with minimum Kullback–Leibler divergence to the true data generating

model, in the set of candidate models, then with probability tending to one with sample

size, the criterion will select the true model. It can be shown (see Haughton [1988], Sin

and White [1996] for conditions) that both AIC and BIC are consistent in these situations.

However, in the situation in which there may be more than one model (for example, where

models are nested) with minimum Kullback–Leibler divergence, then AIC is not consistent.

Use of AIC in this situation may result in the choice of a less parsimonious model where

the simpler model is, in fact, correct, and therefore it has the potential to overfit.

By contrast, we define efficiency of a criterion as the property that, where the true model

lies outside the set of candidate models, then with probability tending to one with sample

size, the criterion will select the model which minimises the mean squared error of pre-

diction. It can be shown (see Sin and White [1996]) that AIC is efficient, but BIC is not

efficient.

Heuristically, in light of the above, it could be argued that BIC would be a more ap-

propriate measure to use in M -closed contexts, and AIC a more appropriate measure in

M -open contexts. It is interesting that Stone [1977] shows that AIC and leave one out

cross-validation are asymptotically equivalent methods. However, the possibility of over-

fitting using AIC in a small sample environment, where the asymptotic properties cannot
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be relied upon with any confidence, may make BIC preferable, even when we do not believe

any of the candidate models is the true model.

2.6.2 Extension to different utility functions

In the previous chapter we argued that Bayes factors failed to provide an accurate assess-

ment of a model’s future predictive performance. While cross-validatory techniques can

be used to overcome this shortcoming, they can also be costly to implement, and infor-

mation criteria, particularly where they can incorporate a wider family of utilities, can be

advantageous in this regard.

It appears that most of the research on incorporating utilities within information crite-

ria has been developed within frequentist, rather than Bayesian, settings. For example,

Linhart and Zucchini [1986] provide a substantial account. In brief, given an unknown

true ‘operating model’, F , a discrepancy function ∆(θ) = ∆(Gθ, F ) is chosen to assess

candidate models G, based on a consideration of the aspects of importance – popular di-

vergences used for this purpose are Kullback-Leibler divergence, Kolmogorov discrepancy

and the Pearson chi-squared discrepancy – and the expected discrepancy is estimated as:

EF
[
∆(θ̂)

]
≈ EF

[
∆n(θ̂) + Tr(Ω−1

n Σn)/n
]
, (2.49)

where θ̂ = arg min(∆n(θ)), ∆n(θ) is the empirical discrepancy of the observed data,

and Ωn,Σn are estimators of the matrix (∂2∆(θ0)/∂θi∂θj) and the covariance matrix

(
√
n∂∆n(θ0)/∂θi).

Claeskens and Hjort [2010] comment that considerations of the trade-off between bias and

variance mean that sometimes one model is to be preferred for estimating one quantity

of interest, whereas another model may be preferable for a different quantity. They also

cite Hand and Vinciotti [2003] and Hansen [2005] as examples of researchers who have

advocated the need to consider the ‘focus’ of a model. Claeskens and Hjort [2003] seek to

address this through the development of the focussed information criterion (FIC) where

the focus is on particular parameters or functions of parameters of a data generating
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process.

The analysis typically proceeds (see Claeskens and Hjort [2010]) by specifying a focus

parameter of interest in terms of a function of the individual model parameters (possibly

distinct) in the models under consideration. The FIC is an asymptotic estimator of the

mean squared error of the estimate of the parameter of interest under each model. The

model with the lowest FIC is then selected.

The above techniques are frequentist in their assumptions and application, and make use

of maximum likelihood estimates of parameters within each of the models under consid-

eration. However, from a Bayesian perspective, use of point value ‘plug-in’ estimators

and a subsequent bias correction is problematic: it fails to account for the full uncer-

tainty expressed by the analyst’s posterior distribution (see, for example, the discussion in

Celeux et al. [2006]). For example, the derivation of the BIC is based on the log likelihood

and is independent of the prior specification (although it could be argued that this is an

advantage in cases where improper priors are to be used).

The Deviance Information Criterion (Spiegelhalter et al. [2002], Plummer [2008], Van Der

Linde [2012], Spiegelhalter et al. [2014]) sought to address this by considering the pos-

terior distribution of the data log likelihood. Denoting the posterior mean of the model

parameters by θ̄, DIC is defined as

DIC = D̄ + pD = D(θ̄) + 2pD. (2.50)

The first term, denoted by D̄, represents the fit as defined by the posterior expectation of

the deviance:

D̄(θ) = Eθ|y [D(θ)] = Eθ|y [−2 log p(y | θ) + 2 log f(y)] ,

where f(y) is an arbitrary standardising term which does not affect the model comparison,

and the second measures the ‘complexity’ of the model, defined as

pD = Eθ|y [D]−D(Eθ|y [θ]).
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Vehtari [2001] suggests an extension of the DIC to cope with arbitrary utilities, u, of the

form

ŪDIC = ū(Eθ [θ]) + 2(Eθ [ū(θ)]− ū(Eθ [θ])), (2.51)

where ū(θ) denotes the expected utility at the parameter value θ.

However, Ando [2007] later observed that, if the function of the complexity term in DIC

is to compensate for bias in the posterior estimation of the model fit, then it is incorrectly

calculated. Ando [2007] introduces a Bayesian predictive information criterion (BPIC)

defined as

BPIC = −2Eθ|y [logL(y | θ)] + 2nb̂θ, (2.52)

with

nb̂θ = Eθ|y [log(L(y | θ)π(θ))]− log(L(y | θ̂n)π(θ̂n)) + Tr(J−1
n (θ̂n)In(θ̂n)) + p/2, (2.53)

where p represents the dimension of the parameter vector θ, θ̂n the parameter value which

maximises n−1 log(L(y | θ)π(θ)) and where In, Jn are defined as follows:

In(θ) = 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ

∂(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)
∂θT

)
, (2.54)

Jn(θ) =− 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂2(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ∂θT

)
.

See also Zhou [2011] for further variants based on alternative estimators. However, the

BPIC and these variants are limited to the logarithmic predictive density loss function,

and cannot be adapted to other utilities. In Chapter 4 we consider a new information

criterion which allows the incorporation of different utilities.

2.7 Chapter summary

In this chapter we have examined a number of approaches to Bayesian model selection. In

the M-closed situation, where we wish to select the true model, then Bayes factor selection

is optimal. However, in most practical situations where models are simply proxies for an

underlying data generating process, Bayes factor selection may not represent the analyst’s
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utility appropriately.

In addition, the Bayes factor can fail to ‘catch up’ as it assesses the incoming data in

a prequential fashion, so that model performance can be affected significantly by early

observations at a point when the model is still updating prior estimates. This links to

the overall lack of robustness of the Bayes factor to prior choice, and in this chapter we

presented some new algorithms which assist in quantifying the extent of the range of Bayes

factors which would result from different priors within a density ratio class.

Where our focus is on choosing a model based on the expected accuracy of its future

predictions, lack of catch up is undesirable, and particularly where priors are not care-

fully defined, the Bayes factor lack of robustness to prior choice can make alternative

approaches preferable. However, continuing to work within the M -closed framework and

simply replacing the zero-one utility of ‘choosing the true model’ with a utility linked to

prediction error of future observations does not overcome this limitation - it is a funda-

mental consequence of the M -closed assumption.

In light of this, it is appealing to consider the M -open approaches which have been pro-

posed. Cross-validatory approaches can be attractive by allowing the model to be updated

on a subset of data (and therefore representing the ‘current state’ of the model in which

it will be used). At least informally, it appears that this may provide a better assessment

of how the model will perform when predicting future observations. We saw how these

approaches could significantly increase the robustness to initial prior choice. However,

these can be computationally intensive and, when samples are small, it is not clear what

information is lost by excluding observations from the training sample.

An alternative criterion, linked to minimising Kullback–Leibler divergence, results in the

AIC, which in M -open contexts may be a convenient and computationally quicker way to

proceed. However this is not defined in a Bayesian way, and existing generalisations (e.g.

Ando [2007]) focus on the logarithmic utility only.

If we wish to select models on more general utilities, then it is possible to define an

appropriate scoring rule linked to this utility. The selection approach then becomes one of
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scoring the models based on data received, with the analyst selecting the highest scoring

model. In this way, if we assume exchangeability of future observed data with the historical

observations, the model which is selected can be judged to provide the analyst with the

greatest expected future utility.

However, when carried out in a prequential fashion, which is the natural way to proceed,

the ‘catch up’ phenomenon will also reduce the effectiveness of an approach based on

comparing cumulative scores, and this may result in the analyst selecting a model with

an initially better ‘track record’. While it would be possible to discard scores on initial

observations, the decision on the size of the hold out sample would seem arbitrary.

In Chapter 4 we will argue that, ideally, when we are interested in more general utilities,

it is useful to be able to tailor information criteria to specific scores of interest. In this

way, we are able to use the full data on which to refine parameter estimates while, using

an appropriate bias correction term, also assessing its performance on the data observed.

We present a new Bayesian Posterior Score Information Criterion for this purpose.

In some cases, however, the full machinery of an M -open approach may not be necessary

to draw appropriate conclusions, and departures from the M -closed assumption may not

be drastic enough – at least on some aspects of the modelled variables – to discard analysis

using Bayes factors. In the next chapter, we consider simpler modifications to the Bayes

factor which may be used, particularly when our interest is on a subset of the variables

within a model.
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Chapter 3

Modified Bayes factors for the

selection of marginal distributions

3.1 Motivating Examples

In the previous chapter, we observed that the derivation of the Bayes factor made use of

the assumption that one of the models under consideration was the true data generating

process for the full joint distribution. However, we also noted that consistency properties

of Bayes factor selection meant that, even when the true model was not a member of the

family of models entertained, it would asymptotically select the model closest in Kullback–

Leibler divergence to that model.

In many applications we may often be interested only in a subset of relationships, or

in particular aspects of the distribution originally modelled. Perhaps, when viewed in

terms of the marginal distribution on these variables alone, the assumption that one of

the models under consideration is close to the true distribution may not be unreasonable.

However, the analyst may be aware that model performance in terms of its predictions of

other, ‘nuisance’ variables (perhaps introduced for modelling convenience) may depart in

a more obvious way from the true data generating process.

In this situation, there is a danger that the Kullback–Leibler divergence is dominated by
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divergence on variables of less interest, and therefore using the unmodified Bayes factor

may be less effective. In this chapter we therefore investigate modifications to standard

Bayes factor selection which can be applied where our interests in the model are qualified

in these ways.

In Section 1.3.1, we considered the situation when an analyst was interested in the de-

pendence of price, V , on UK gas demand, D, but had chosen to build a large Bayesian

network to represent this, because it allowed a series of intermediate relationships to be

more readily modelled, understood and elicited.

Suppose that, to do this, the network structure introduces a number of intermediate de-

pendencies through modelled variables X = (X1, X2, . . . Xn), where we denote the parents

of Xi by Pa(Xi), and where the demand D is represented by X1, price V is represented

by Xn, and n is large. We denote the true data density by p, and the modelled density

by q. Assuming the analyst’s interest is in the full joint distribution, and her utility is

given by the log predictive density, she may wish to choose the model with the greatest

expected log score ∫
log q(x)p(x)dx, (3.1)

or equivalently the model with the smallest Kullback Leibler divergence to the true data

density:

KL(p, q) :=
∫

log p(x)
q(x)p(x)dx. (3.2)

If, as is the case here, her interest, instead, lies either (a) in forecasting the marginal

distribution of the variable Xn, or (b) in forecasting the conditional distribution Xn | X1,

then, supposing that her utility is given by the log predictive utility only for these elements,

this will correspond to a different selection criterion, namely choosing the model which

minimises (a) the marginal Kullback-Leibler divergence:

KXn(p, q) := KL(p(xn), q(xn)). (3.3)
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or (b) the conditional Kullback-Leibler divergence

KXn|X1(p, q) := Ep[KXn(p(xn | x1), q(xn | x1))]. (3.4)

However, Bayes factor comparison will automatically include the model’s performance on

all other relationships, regardless of whether they are pertinent to the decision maker’s

utility. For example, in a simple case where the variables are independent, we have

KL(p, q) =
n∑
i=1

KXi(p, q), (3.5)

or more generally we will have:

KL(p, q) =
n∑
i=1

KXi|Pa(Xi)(p, q), (3.6)

so that the good performance of a model on the marginal or conditional distributions of

interest will be disguised by poor performance on the other marginals or conditionals

which are introduced by the model. If, for example, variable Xi for some 1 < i < n has

little or no influence over the marginal of interest, but has been poorly modelled, then its

introduction will have little impact on the performance of the model on the marginal of

interest, but it will have a larger negative impact on the overall model score.

The exact impact of this will depend on the extent to which data contains ‘unusual’

observations, but for high dimensional settings we can reasonably expect outliers on

some dimension. In big data contexts, therefore, outlying observations on aspects of the

model in which we are not interested can have a distorting impact on decisions taken if

we use the logarithmic score across the full joint distribution.

Example 1

To illustrate this, first we consider the following basic example. We compare two models

M1, M2 for the joint distribution of two variables X and Y , where the probability

density function for model Mi is given by pi(x, y). For each model we assume

independence of the variables, with a representation pi(x, y) = fi(x)gi(y). In Section
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2.3.2, we saw that we can regard Bayes factor selection as equivalent to evaluating the

prequential logarithmic scores.

If we choose to score the models based on the performance on the joint log density, we

have log pi(x, y) = log fi(x) + log gi(y). If our focus of interest is on variable Y alone, we

should compare only the log densities on y, that is log gi(y). For example, using the joint

density will result in incorrect selection of model M1 in the situation that

log g2(y) > log g1(y), but log f1(x) > log f2(x) + log g2(y)− log g1(y).

Example 2

We now consider a more realistic situation in which two models for variables X and Y

are compared. This time we model X and Y | X. We show how we would expect to

prefer one model as a model for X and Y | X, but expect to prefer the other model as a

model for Y .

Lemma 1 Suppose the true data generating process is given by M? : Y ∼ N(m, s2).

Then the expected log score of model M1 : Y ∼ N(µ, σ2) is

E [S1] = −1
2

[
log 2πσ2 + 1

σ2 (s2 + (m− µ)2)
]
. (3.7)

For fixed µ, E[S1] is maximised when σ2 = s2 + (m− µ)2.

Proof.

E [S1] =−1
2

[
log 2πσ2 + E

[
(x− µ)2

σ2

]]
(3.8)

=−1
2

[
log 2πσ2 + 1

σ2E
[
((x−m) + (m− µ))2)

]]
=−1

2

[
log 2πσ2 + 1

σ2 (s2 + (m− µ)2)
]
.

The maximum value is obtained by differentiating this expression with respect to σ.
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Suppose the true data generating process is bivariate normal with correlation r. In this

case, for the true data generating process, M?, we have:

X ∼N(mX , s
2
X) (3.9)

Y ∼N(mY , s
2
Y )

Y | X ∼N(mY + (sY /sX)r(X −mX), (1− r2)s2
Y ).

Further suppose we choose to model this using model M1 for which we assume the

following:

X ∼N(µX , σ2
X) (3.10)

Y ∼N(µY , σ2
Y )

Y | X ∼N(µY + (σY /σX)ρ(X − µX), (1− ρ2)σ2
Y ).

Theorem 2 The expected scores on X, Y , Y | X for model M1 are as follows:

E
[
SX1

]
=−1

2

[
log 2πAX + 1

AX
(BX + CX)

]
(3.11)

AX = σ2
X , B

X = s2
X , C

X = (mX − µX)2

E
[
SY1

]
=−1

2

[
log 2πAY + 1

AY
(BY + CY )

]
(3.12)

AY = σ2
Y , B

Y = s2
Y , C

Y = (mY − µY )2

E
[
S
Y |X
1

]
=−1

2

[
log 2πAY |X + 1

AY |X
(BY |X + CY |X)

]
(3.13)

AY |X = (1− ρ2)σ2
Y , B

Y |X = (1− r2)s2
Y ,

CY |X = (ρσY
σX

(µX −mX) + (mY − µY ))2 + (rsY −
ρsXσY
σX

)2.
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Proof. The results for the scores on X and Y follow directly from Lemma 1. For the

expected score on Y | X, we have

E
Y |X
S =E[EYS | X = x] (3.14)

=−1
2E[log 2π(1− ρ2)σ2

Y + 1
(1− ρ2)σ2

Y

((1− r2)s2
Y + C)]

C =E[mY + sY
sX

r(X −mX)− µY −
σY
σX

ρ(X − µX)]2.

Observing that E[aX + b]2 = (amX + b)2 + a2s2
X , we have:

C =E[( sY
sX

r − σY
σX

ρ)X + (mY − µY + σY
σX

ρµX −
sY
sX

rmX)]2 (3.15)

= (( sY
sX

r − ρσY
σX

)mX + (mY − µY + σY
σX

ρµX −
sY
sX

rmX))2 + ( sY
sX

r − ρσY
σX

)2s2
X

= (ρσY
σX

(µX −mX) + (mY − µY ))2 + (r sY
sX
− ρσY

σX
)2s2

X

from which the result follows.

This has an important consequence. Suppose we are comparing the expected scores of

two models M0 and M1 following the specification in Equation 3.10. Then if we set the

values of σX and σY to be equal in both models, but in model M1 we set

µY = mY −
ρσY
σX

(µX −mX), this will maximise the expected score on Y | X (and

therefore also on the joint distribution of X and Y ), whereas if in model M1 we set

µY = mY , this will maximise its expected score on variable Y .

This means that using Bayes factor selection we will prefer the two different models in

different situations. If we build a Bayesian network as in Figure 3.1, where our interest is

in variable Y , scoring based on the represented nodes X and Y | X (in other words,

scoring the full network) is not appropriate if we aim to select the best model for Y .

3.2 Restricted Bayes factors

In order to avoid the problems with the use of the full Bayes factor illustrated in the

previous section, we next consider a restricted Bayes factor which is designed to focus on

only those relationships which are of interest to us.
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X

Y | X

Figure 3.1: Two node Bayesian network

We consider multivariate data x1,x2, . . .xn, and suppose our aim is to select models

when our interest is in a subset of independent relationships (marginal distributions)

R? = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rp} of a complete set of independent relationships

R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Rq} (p < q), complete in the sense that the joint probability density of

the full data X is equal to the product of all densities in R. For example, as in the

previous section, we might be interested only in certain nodes or conditional dependence

relationships in a Bayesian network.

We denote by p(Rni ) the probability assigned by a model to the relationship Ri with

values of the variables occurring in Ri taken from the observation xn. For example,

where we observe bivariate data and R? contains the single conditional relationship

R1 = X | Y , then p(R2
1) is the conditional probability p(X = x2 | Y = y2).

Define the M −R? closed assumption as that in which one of the models is the ‘correct’

model for the distributions contained in R? (where R? = R this corresponds to the

M -closed setting of Bernardo and Smith [1994]). Suppose the utility of decision di to

choose model Mi when the correct model for R? is Mj , is given by U(di,Mj).

To select M1, we should have:

2∑
j=1

p(Mj correct for R? | x)E[U(d1,Mj) | x] >
2∑
j=1

p(Mj correct for R? | x)E[U(d2,Mj) | x],

or equivalently

p(M1 correct for R? | x)
p(M2 correct for R? | x) >

E[U(d2,M2) | x]− E[U(d1,M2) | x]
E[U(d1,M1) | x]− E[U(d2,M1) | x] . (3.16)
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By extension of the argument in Kadane and Dickey [1980] we can see that in order for

the right hand side to be independent of the observed data, we require the ratio on the

right hand side not to depend on x. This in general will only be possible for constant

utilities which depend only on choosing the ‘right’ model. For now, let us assume that

we do indeed have such a utility. If we assume that the two models have the same prior

probability, we have

p(M1 correct for R? | x)
p(M2 correct for R? | x) = p(x |M1 correct for R?)

p(x |M2 correct for R?) . (3.17)

We call the right hand term of this expression the R?-restricted Bayes factor.

For the standard log Bayes factor, we can calculate in a sequential fashion, employing

the prequential (Dawid [1984]) representation

log p(x |M1)
p(x |M2) =

n∑
i=1

(log p(xi |M1,x1, . . .xi−1)− log p(xi |M2,x1, . . .xi−1)). (3.18)

Given the completeness and independence assumptions on R we also have that the log

Bayes factor can be expressed as

log p(x |M1)
p(x |M2) =

n∑
i=1

p∑
j=1

(log p(Rij |M1,x1, . . .xi−1)− log p(Rij |M2,x1, . . .xi−1)). (3.19)

For the R?-restricted Bayes factor, using the assumption that the relationships in R? are

independent we have

log p(x |M1 correct for R?)
p(x |M2 correct for R?) = (3.20)

n∑
i=1

p∑
j=1

(log p(Rij |M1,x1, . . .xi−1)− log p(Rij |M2,x1, . . .xi−1)).

Note that the conditioning is on all previous observations on all variables, not just those

contained within relationships in R?.
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3.3 Using vague priors on parameters of low interest to robustify

model selection

We saw in Section 3.21 that where only a subset of variables are of interest to the

analyst, it may be more appropriate to compute a restricted, rather than full, Bayes

factor. In some cases, it may not be possible to do this directly. This might be the case,

for example, when MCMC techniques (Gelfand and Smith [1990], Gilks et al. [1996]) or

‘off the shelf’ software routines are being used (for example, Lunn et al. [2000], Madsen

et al. [2005]) and it may be possible to compute the full predictive density only.

Comparing the expressions in Equations (3.20) and (3.19) we can see that the difference

between using the log Bayes factor and the log R?-restricted Bayes factor is equal to

n∑
i=1

q∑
j=p+1

(log p(Rij |M1,x1, . . .xi−1)− log p(Rij |M2,x1, . . .xi−1)). (3.21)

This term is the difference between the log predictive distributions of the two models

over the nuisance variables. Where we can arrange for this term to be relatively small,

then using the standard Bayes factor will provide a similar answer to the restricted

Bayes factor.

One situation in which this can be achieved is in a hypothesis testing scenario in which

we are comparing two models with the same likelihood but whose parameters are

expressed in terms of priors which are zero on regions of the parameter space (and are

typically disjoint). We would expect the difference between cumulative log scores on

these variables to diverge; on the other hand if we loosen the priors of the two models on

the nuisance variables to allow them to take the unrestricted range of values and those

priors are allowed to adapt to incoming data, we might expect that the difference in

Equation 3.21 tends to a limit for these variables.

By doing this, the Bayes factor becomes dominated by the sharper priors retained on

those variables of interest, so the sum of the difference in log scores on variables will tend

to a finite limit, whereas on the variables of interest, the difference in log scores on these
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will tend to infinity. The net effect is that the model selection, at least asymptotically,

favours the model which is ‘correct’ on the variables of interest.

To formalise this approach, we prove that under a ‘loose’ prior (loose in the sense that

its support contains the value of the parameter which minimises the Kullback Leibler

divergence to the true model), the difference in cumulative log scores between two

models sharing the same likelihood, but having different priors, tends to a constant limit.

Lemma 3 Suppose we have two models M1 and M2 which share the same likelihood for

a series of n future observations xn, where we denote the likelihood by p(xn | θ). Suppose

the two models have different priors for the parameters, which we denote by πi(θ), and

which include within their support the parameter value θ̂0 which minimises the Kullback

Leibler divergence of p(x | θ) to the true density. Then the difference in cumulative log

scores can be approximated as

log
∫
π1(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ∫
π2(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ = log π1(θ̂0)

π2(θ̂0)
+O(1/N). (3.22)

Proof. We use the Laplace approximation (Tierney and Kadane [1986]) for a vector x of

dimension p ∫
e−Nh(x)dx ≈ e−Nh(x̂)(2π)p/2 |Σ|1/2N−p/2 +O(1/N), (3.23)

where Σ = ∂2h(x̂)
∂x∂xT

.

We wish to approximate the integrated likelihoods which appear in the Bayes factor

equation 2.7. To approximate the likelihoods
∫
fi(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ for model Mi, we set

N = n and hi(θ) = −1/n log fi(x | θ) + 1/n log πi(θ) within the Laplace approximation

equation 3.23. Cancelling terms which are identical, we have that

log
∫
π1(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ∫
π2(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ = log

∫
π1(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ − log

∫
π2(θ)p(xn | θ)dθ (3.24)

=−nh1(θ̂) + nh2(θ̂) +O(1/N)

= log
π1(θ̂0)
π2(θ̂0)

+O(1/N)
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Figure 3.2: Large sample behaviour of cumulative log Bayes factor (cumulative log score) and
cumulative Brier score for beta/binomial models M0, M1. In this case two sets of data were
generated from a ‘true’ binomial model with parameter p = 0.5. Priors for M1, M2 were Be(α, β)
with M0 : α = 21, β = 7, M1 : α = 45, β = 9. Note that, unlike the Brier score, the difference in
cumulative log scores converges to a limit independent of the realisation of the random sample.

This property is worthy of comment. It implies that the difference between log scores of

the two models tends to a constant limit, irrespective of the order in which data are

received, or whether one of the models is ‘true’. In the prequential interpretion (see

Dawid [1984]) of the log score as the sum of one step ahead scores, it means that a

particularly unlikely observation under one model is compensated for exactly by a

relative improvement in that model’s future forecasting performance through parameter

updating, as measured by the the future log score difference.

It should be contrasted with the behaviour of other proper scoring rules, for example the

Brier score for which the limiting behaviour is dependent on the specific realisation of

observed data, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. As examples, we have the following results for

the beta/Bernoulli and normal/inverse Wishart distributions (which are also derived
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from first principles in Appendix B):

Example 4 Suppose the true data generating process of univariate binary valued data

has mean µ, and that we compare two conjugate Beta/Bernoulli models, where the prior

on model Mi is parameterised by αi, βi. Assuming a data sample of size n from the true

data generating process is observed, then as n→∞, the difference in log scores tends to

a constant limit of

log B(α0, β0)
B(α1, β1) + (α1 − α0) logµ+ (β1 − β0) log(1− µ),

where B(α, β) denotes the beta function Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+ β) .

In particular, if the two models share the same prior mean, µ̂, but different prior

variance, assuming large enough αi, βi, say αi = Kiα, βi = Kiβ with Ki large, but

Ki � N ,

log p1(x)
p0(x) → (K0 −K1) log

((
µ̂

µ

)α (1− µ̂
1− µ

)β)
− 1

2 log
(
K0
K1

)
. (3.25)

Example 5 Suppose the true data generating process of multivariate data of dimension

d has mean µ and covariance Σ, and that we compare two conjugate normal inverse

Wishart models, where the prior on model Mi is parameterised by µi, κi,Λi, νi.

Assuming a data sample of size n from the true data generating process is observed, then

as n→∞, the difference in log scores tends to a constant limit of

1
2(d log κ0

κ1
+ ν0 log |Λ0| − ν1 log |Λ1|+ (ν1 − ν0)(log |Σ|+ d log 2))

+1
2 Tr((Λ1 −Λ0 + D1 −D0)Σ−1) +

d∑
i=1

(log Γ(ν1 + 1− i
2 )− log Γ(ν0 + 1− i

2 )),

where Di is defined as κi(µ− µi)(µ− µi)T .

We illustrate this in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 in the case of two simulated data sets from a

bivariate model, where the true data generating process is bivariate normal (that is,

‘inside’ the family), and bivariate t-distributed (that is, ‘outside’ the family). All
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Figure 3.3: Large sample behaviour of difference in cumulative log Bayes factor (cumulative log
score) for multivariate normal models, M0, M1. In this case the models contain the true data
generating process as a specific case, and two sets of data are generated from a ‘true’ bivariate
normal generating process with mean ( 3

2 ) and covariance matrix ( 5 3
3 5 ). Priors for M1, M2 were

NIW (µ, κ,Λ, ν) with M0 : µ = ( 1
5 ) , κ = 10,Λ = ( 6 3

3 6 ) , ν = 3, M1 : µ = ( 5
3 ) , κ = 2,Λ =

( 2 1
1 2 ) , ν = 9.

simulations were generated using the R packages mvtnorm (Genz and Bretz [2009]) and

tmvtnorm (Wilhelm and Manjunath [2012]).

This result allows us to decompose the Bayes factor into a Bayes factor on the nuisance

variables (which tends to a constant limit) and a Bayes factor of the variables of interest

conditional on the nuisance variables (which we would expect to increase with increasing

sample size in favour of the model with least Kullback Leiber divergence to the true

model on the variables of interest). Specifically, suppose the variables of interest are

denoted by y := x1,x2, . . .xm, with the nuisance variables denoted by

z := xm+1,xm+2, . . .xn.
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Figure 3.4: Large sample behaviour of difference in cumulative log Bayes factor (cumulative log
score) for multivariate normal models, M0, M1. In this case the true data generating process
lies outside the modelled distributions, and to simulate this two sets of data are generated from
a ‘true’ bivariate t-distribution generating process with mean ( 3

2 ), df = 3 and covariance matrix
df/(df − 2) ( 5 3

3 5 ). Priors for M1, M2 were NIW (µ, κ,Λ, ν) with M0 : µ = ( 1
5 ) , κ = 10,Λ =

( 6 3
3 6 ) , ν = 3, M1 : µ = ( 5

3 ) , κ = 2,Λ = ( 2 1
1 2 ) , ν = 9.
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Then the Bayes factor
p(x |M1)
p(x |M2) = p(y | z,M1)

p(y | z,M2)
p(z |M1)
p(z |M2) , (3.26)

so that if we have set sufficiently broad priors on the nuisance variables to converge to

the same parameter estimates in both models, we can bound the second factor on the

right hand side, and allow the first factor to dominate. In the next section we show how

this idea can be applied to a simple Bayesian network.

3.3.1 Example: Bounds for loosened priors in a simple Bayesian

network

In this section we consider how we can obtain bounds for the Bayes factor on identical

network structures and likelihoods, but differing choices of prior on certain variables. We

consider two networks representing models M1, M2. Both networks are assumed to have

the same likelihood function, p(x | θ), but different priors, πi(θ), and so we have

pi(x) = πi(θ)p(x | θ)
pi(θ | x) , (3.27)

where pi(x), pi(θ | x), denote the marginal likelihood and posterior under model Mi. We

can therefore express the ratio of the marginal densities under the two models as

p1(x)
p2(x) = π1(θ)p2(θ | x)

π2(θ)p1(θ | x) . (3.28)

In the case of a large sample of size N , we consider the limiting behaviour of the Bayes

factor under different choices of prior as sample size increases. To do this, we consider a

situation where the observations of a node X take two values: 0,1 and we have a

binomial likelihood with conjugate beta priors πi(θ) ∼ Be(αi, βi).

It is often proposed to set priors according to a hyperdirichlet distribution (Dawid and

Lauritzen [1993], Lauritzen [1996]), corresponding to notional ‘counts’ in a fictive

contingency table. Furthermore it is suggested that the total number of counts is

represented by an equivalent sample size, which controls the degree of confidence we have

in our prior parameter assignment.
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Such an assignment may not, however, be appropriate, for example, when the analyst

has greater insight into a particular subset of the Bayesian network providing

supplementary information. Specific examples could include circumstances where there is

a pre-existing model for part of the network interaction, affording a larger effective

sample size for this part only, or where additional rules and intervention are known, a

priori rather than through observation, to apply in particular circumstances.

In addition, as we discussed in the previous section, the analyst may wish to provide

weaker priors on the variables of less interest on the basis that she does not wish the

Bayes factor to be dominated by poor model performance on these variables.

Using the limiting results from the previous section, we can examine the impact of

alternative prior specifications for the Bayesian network. In particular, let G be a

Bayesian network structure of binary variables X = {Xi, . . . Xn}. By xi, paXi , we denote

specific instances of the random variables, Xi and PaXi (the set of parents of Xi)

respectively. We assume parameterisations which exhibit both local and global

independence (see, e.g. Koller and Friedman [2009]). In other words, for a general

parameterisation Θ = θX1|PaX1
, . . . θXn|PaXn

we assume that, respectively, both

p(Θ) =
∏
i

p(θXi|PaXi
) (3.29)

and

p(θXi|PaXi
) =

∏
u∈paXi

p(θXi|u). (3.30)

In this case, denoting the complete observed data set by D; observations of a subset of

variables U ⊆ X by D [U] for any model M , and the subset of D [U] containing just

those observations for which the specific values of a subset of variables V is equal to an

instance v by D [U | v], the log likelihood decomposes into a sum of the component

conditional likelihoods:

log p(D |M) =
∑
i

log p(D [Xi] | D [PaXi ]) (3.31)

=
∑
i

∑
u∈paXi

log p(D [Xi | u] | D [PaXi | u]).
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We now compare two alternative parameterisations for G. In model M1, we set Beta

priors on the conditional probabilities in line with a BDe prior (see, for example,

Heckerman et al. [1995]) with an effective sample size of α and an assumed prior joint

distribution p′, so that

Xi | paXi ∼ Be(αp′(Xi = 1, paXi), αp′(Xi = 0, paXi)). (3.32)

In model M0, we also have Beta priors on conditional probabilities, with the same

implied means as for model M1 but without the constraint of a common effective sample

size. Under this model we are free to define

Xi | paXi ∼ Be(αXi|paXi
p′(Xi = 1, paXi), αXi|paXi

p′(Xi = 0, paXi)). (3.33)

Combining the decomposition in equation (3.32) with the result from equation (3.25), we

have that

log p(D |M1)
p(D |M0) →

∑
i

∑
paXi

(
α− αXi|paXi

)
Ai +Bi, (3.34)

where

Ai = log
((

p′(Xi = 1, paXi)
p(Xi = 1, paXi)

)p′(Xi=1,paXi
) (1− p′(Xi = 1, paXi)

1− p(Xi = 1, paXi)

)1−p′(Xi=1,paXi
))
,

Bi =−1
2 log

(
α

αXi|paXi

)
,

and p denotes the true data generating process.

As a special case, where our prior joint probability distribution is uniform across all

instances, p′(x1, . . . , xn) = 2−n, we have

log p(D |M1)
p(D |M0) → −

1
2

∑
i

∑
paXi

(
α− αXi|paXi

)
Ai +Bi

 , (3.35)
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where

Ai = log (2p (Xi = 1, paXi) (2− 2p (Xi = 1, paXi))) ,

Bi = log
(

α

αXi|paXi

)
,

and p denotes the true data generating process.

This result allows us to place limiting bounds on the Bayes factor for this network. So by

allowing different choices of α, for different variables, as sample size increases we can

reduce the impact of the Bayes factor on those aspects of less importance by arranging

for the priors on these to be more vague, while allowing the sharper prior choices on the

variables of greater interest to have a greater influence on the model selection.

3.3.2 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have examined the situation in which we are interested only in a

subset of relationships from the full modelled joint distribution. Using the standard

Bayes factor will not be optimal in these situations, in that model performance on

variables of low interest will contribute to the model assessment.

Instead, we have considered two approaches to tailoring the Bayes factor to this

situation. One possibility is to compute a restricted Bayes factor over the variables of

interest. By calculating the Bayes factor only in respect of the marginal densities of

interest, we can discount the impact of poor performance on nuisance variables.

In certain circumstances we may be able to achieve a similar result by ‘loosening’ priors

on the variables of low interest, so that as models learn through incoming data, the

models score similarly on these variables so that their Bayes factor becomes dominated

by the performance on the variables of interest. We presented results which allow us to

quantify and set bounds on the limiting behaviour of the Bayes factors of variables

subject to priors which have been loosened in this way.
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Chapter 4

Score based information criteria

4.1 Introduction

We have commented that, in a number of applications, standard Bayes factor model

comparison and selection may be inappropriate for decision making under specific,

utility-based, criteria. It has been suggested that the use of scoring rules in this context

allows greater flexibility: scores can be customised to a client’s utility and model

selection can proceed on the basis of the highest scoring model.

In this chapter we argue that the approach of comparing the cumulative scores of

competing models is not ideal because it tends to ignore a model’s ability to ‘catch up’

through parameter learning. An alternative approach of selecting a model on its

maximum posterior score based on a plug in or posterior expected value is problematic

in that it uses the data twice in estimation and evaluation.

We therefore introduce a new approach in the form of a context dependent Bayesian

information criterion – the Bayesian Posterior Score Information Criterion (BPSIC)

which is based on a bias corrected posterior predictive expected score which can be

tailored to the utility of a model user.

This allows the analyst both to tailor an appropriate scoring function to the needs of the

ultimate decision maker and to correct appropriately for bias in using the data on a
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posterior basis to revise parameter estimates. We show that this criterion can provide a

convenient method of initial model comparison when the number of models under

consideration is large or when computational burdens are high. At the end of the

chapter, we illustrate the new methods with simulated examples and real data from the

UK electricity imbalance market.

4.2 Utility based model selection

We previously outlined that in many applications we are interested in estimating the

expected divergence of a model, where the divergence is based on the particular scoring

rule which reflects the end user’s utility.

Ando [2007] introduced a Bayesian predictive information criterion (BPIC) defined as

BPIC = −2Eθ|y [logL(y | θ)] + 2nb̂θ, (4.1)

with

nb̂θ = Eθ|y [log(L(y | θ)π(θ))]− log(L(y | θ̂n)π(θ̂n)) + Tr(J−1
n (θ̂n)In(θ̂n)) + p/2, (4.2)

where p represents the dimension of the parameter vector θ, θ̂n denotes the parameter

value which maximises n−1 log(L(y | θ)π(θ)) and In, Jn are defined as follows:

In(θ) = 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ

∂(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)
∂θT

)
, (4.3)

Jn(θ) =− 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂2(log fθ(yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ∂θT

)
.

Suppose that we observe n observations y = (y1, y2, . . . yn) and we are considering a

candidate model M with probability density fθ := f(y | θ), prior density π(θ) and

posterior density π(θ | y), where we are interested in its ability to minimise the expected

divergence induced by the scoring function S(f, z) for future observations z from the

true data generating process.
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We seek an analogue of the BPIC which allows us to assess, in a Bayesian fashion, the

posterior expected quantity Ez
[
Eθ|y [S(fθ, z)]

]
, as a measure of discrepancy from the

true data generating process for z, for our chosen scoring rule S.

We now generalise the proof in Ando [2007] to establish the following result, where we

denote by θ̂n the parameter value which maximises n−1 log(L(y | θ)π(θ)), and assume

that it is unique; we denote the posterior mean by θ̄n, define the cumulative score

CS(y | θ) := ∑n
k=1 S(fθ, yk), and define the matrices:

I(θ) =Ez

[
∂(log fθ(z) + log π0(θ))

∂θ

∂(log fθ(z) + log π0(θ))
∂θT

]
, (4.4)

J(θ) =−Ez
[
∂2(log fθ(z) + log π0(θ))

∂θ∂θT

]
,

JSn (θ) =− 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂2(S(fθ, yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ∂θT

)
,

USn (θ) = 1
n

n∑
k=1

(
∂(S(fθ, yk) + log π(θ)/n)

∂θ

)
.

Theorem 6 Assume that:

1. log π0(θ) := limn→∞ n
−1 log π(θ) exists,

2. J is non-singular at θ0, each of the elements of I(θ0) is continuously differentiable,

3. Regularity conditions (see, e.g. Chapter 3 of Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox [1989])

hold that ensure the Laplace approximation of the posterior distribution as

N(θ̂n, n−1Jn(θ̂n)) is valid,

4. USn (θ̂n) and (θ̄n − θ̂n) are uncorrelated.

We define the bias, bS, from estimating the posterior expected score by the mean of the

posterior scores of the observed data

bS := Ey

[ 1
n
Eθ|y [CS(y | θ)]− Ez

[
Eθ|y [S(fθ, z)]

]]
. (4.5)
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If we estimate the bias, bS, by the estimator b̂S, where

nb̂S = Eθ|y [CS(y | θ) + log π(θ)]− (CS(y | θ̂n) + log π(θ̂n))

+1
2 Tr(JSn (θ̂n)J−1

n (θ̂n)) + Tr(JSn (θ̂n)J−1
n (θ̂n)In(θ̂n)J−1

n (θ̂n))

−nUSn (θ̂n)(θ̄n − θ̂n),

then we have

(nbS − nb̂S) = n cov(USn (θ̂n), θ̄n) +Op(n−1/2). (4.6)

4.3 Proof of Theorem 6

We suppose that n observations y = (y1, y2, . . . yn) are generated from the true process

with probability density g(y). We assume that a model M with probability density

fθ := f(y | θ) and prior density π(θ) is being considered as a candidate model for

approximating the true data generating process. We denote the likelihood

L(y | θ) = ∏n
k=1 fθ(yk). We define log π0(θ) := limn→∞ n

−1 log π(θ), and in accordance

with Assumption 2 of Theorem 6, assume that this exists. We further assume that the

parameter vector θ is of dimension p.

Suppose we are interested in the model which minimises the expected divergence induced

by the scoring function S(f, z) for observations z from the true data generating process.

We define the cumulative score CS(y | θ) := ∑n
k=1 S(fθ, yk).

We denote θ0, θ̂n as the parameter values which maximise Ez [log(fθ(z)π0(θ))] and

n−1 log(L(y | θ)π(θ)) respectively, and assume that these are unique. We define θ̄n as the

posterior mean for θ, and define the matrices and estimators I(θ), J(θ), JS(θ), US(θ),

In(θ), Jn(θ), JSn (θ), USn (θ) as in Equations 4.3 and 4.4.

Ando [2007] establishes the following results for θn and θ0 assuming the appropriate

regularity conditions in Assumption 3 of Theorem 6.

Lemma 7 (θ̂n − θ0) converges in distribution to N(0, n−1J−1(θ0)I(θ0)J−1(θ0)).
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Proof. See Ando [2007]

Lemma 8 In accordance with Assumption 4 of Theorem 6, if we assume that

appropriate regularity conditions (see, e.g. Chapter 3 of Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox

[1989]) hold that ensure the Laplace approximation of the posterior distribution as

N(θ̂n, n−1Jn(θ̂n)) is valid, we have:

Ey
[
Eθ|y

[
(θ − θ0)(θ − θ0)T

]]
= 1
n
J−1(θ0) + 1

n
J−1(θ0)I(θ0)J−1(θ0) +Op(n−3/2). (4.7)

Proof. See Ando [2007]

Proof of Theorem 6. The proof uses the method which is introduced in Ando [2007],

but adjusted to allow for the fact that the estimator θ̂?n which maximises the scoring

function may differ from the posterior mode θ̂n. In particular, this means that the

expansion around the posterior mode also requires the inclusion of the relevant first

derivatives. We express the bias as the sum of three expected values:

E1 =Ey

[ 1
n
Eθ|y [CS(y | θ)]− 1

n
(CS(y | θ0) + log π(θ0))

]
, (4.8)

E2 =Ey

[ 1
n

(CS(y | θ0) + log π(θ0))− Ez [S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]
]
,

E3 =Ey
[
Ez [S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]− Ez

[
Eθ|y [S(fθ, z)]

]]
.

Approximating E1

To approximate E1, we perform a Taylor expansion of CS(y | θ0) + log π(θ0) around the

posterior mode θ̂n, where we obtain:

CS(y | θ0)+log π(θ0) = CS(y | θ̂n)+log π(θ̂n)+n(θ0−θ̂n)USn (θ̂n)−n/2(θ0−θ̂n)TJSn (θ̂n)(θ0−θ̂n)+Op(n−1/2),

and so we have

E1 = 1
n
Ey
[
Eθ|y [CS(y | θ)]− (CS(y | θ̂n) + log π(θ̂n))

]
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−Ey
[
USn (θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n)

]
+ 1

2 Tr(Ey
[
JSn (θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n)T

]
) +Op(n−3/2). (4.9)

Using Lemma 7, we then have

E1 = 1
n
Ey
[
Eθ|y [CS(y | θ)]− (CS(y | θ̂n) + log π(θ̂n))

]
(4.10)

+ 1
2n Tr(JS(θ0)J−1(θ0)I(θ0)J−1(θ0))− Ey

[
USn (θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n)

]
+Op(n−3/2).

Approximating E2

We can ignore the term E2 as we have:

E2 = Ey [S(fθ0 , y) + log π0(θ0)]− Ez [S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]− log π0(θ0) + 1
n

log π(θ0),

(4.11)

and using Assumption 1 of Theorem 6 that log π(θ) = O(1), we have

E2 = op(n−1). (4.12)

Approximating E3

For the term E3, we perform a Taylor expansion around θ0. Writing

E3 = Ez [S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]− Ey
[
Eθ|y [Ez [(S(fθ, z) + log π0(θ)]]

]

+Ey
[
Eθ|y [log π0(θ)]

]
, (4.13)

if we expand around θ0, then we have

E3 = Ez [S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]− Ez [(S(fθ0 , z) + log π0(θ0)]− US(θ0)Ey
[
Eθ|y [(θ − θ0)]

]

+1
2 Tr(JS(θ0)Ey

[
Eθ|y

[
(θ − θ0)(θ − θ0)T

]]
) + Ey

[
Eθ|y [log π0(θ)]

]
+Op(n−3/2). (4.14)
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Applying Lemma 8 gives

E3 = 1
2n Tr(JS(θ0)(J−1(θ0) + J−1(θ0)I(θ0)J−1(θ0)) + 1

n
Ey
[
Eθ|y [log π(θ)]

]

−US(θ0)Ey
[
Eθ|y [(θ − θ0)]

]
+Op(n−3/2). (4.15)

Approximating total bias

Combining the terms then gives the bias estimator

nbS = Ey
[
Eθ|y [CS(y | θ) + log π(θ)]− (CS(y | θ̂n) + log π(θ̂n))

]

+1
2 Tr(JS(θ0)J−1(θ0)) + Tr(JS(θ0)J−1(θ0)I(θ0)J−1(θ0))

−nEy
[
USn (θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n)

]
− nUS(θ0)Ey

[
Eθ|y [(θ − θ0)]

]
+Op(n−1/2). (4.16)

After some rearrangement, the final two terms can be written as

−nEy
[
USn (θ̂n)(θ0 − θ̂n) + US(θ0)(θ̄n − θ0)

]
, (4.17)

which, in turn, directly from our definitions

= −nEy
[
USn (θ̂n)(θ̄n − θ̂n)

]
+ nEy

[
(USn (θ̂n)− US(θ0))(θ̄n − θ0)

]
. (4.18)

The first term vanishes where posterior modes and means are equal (as would be the

case, for example, under conjugate symmetric priors). Where not, we make use of

Assumption 5 in Theorem 6 that USn (θ̂n) and (θ̄n − θ̂n) are uncorrelated, to express the

expectation as −nUSn (θ̂n)(θ̄n − θ̂n) +Op(n−1/2).

We next arrange the second term as

Ey
[√
n(USn (θ̂n)− US(θ0))

√
n(θ̄n − θ0)

]

= Ey
[√
n(USn (θ̂n)− US(θ0))

]
Ey
[√
n(θ̄n − θ0)

]
+ n cov(USn (θ̂n), θ̄n)
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= n cov(USn (θ̂n), θ̄n) +Op(n−1/2). (4.19)

Replacing quantities with their estimators, we then have:

nbS = Eθ|y [CS(y | θ) + log π(θ)]− (CS(y | θ̂n) + log π(θ̂n))− nUSn (θ̂n)(θ̄n − θ̂n)

+1
2 Tr(JSn (θ̂n)J−1

n (θ̂n)) + Tr(JSn (θ̂n)J−1
n (θ̂n)In(θ̂n)J−1

n (θ̂n))

+n cov(USn (θ̂n), θ̄n) +Op(n−1/2), (4.20)

from which the result follows.

We now introduce the further assumption that the covariance term on the right hand

side of Equation 4.6 is small in comparison to nb̂S . In practice, we have found common

scoring rules satisfy this condition. For example, for the logarithmic scoring rule the

term is zero. In the case of piecewise linear scoring rules used for quantile scoring (which

we consider later) these have values of the derivative USn (θ̂n) dominated by a constant

term which depends solely on the number of observations exceeding a quantile estimate,

and therefore have an extremely low covariance with the level of the parameter estimate

θ̂n. Where novel scoring rules are being considered, possible violation of this condition

can be investigated, for example by simulation.

In the light of Theorem 6 and the comment above, we therefore propose a Bayesian

Posterior Score Information Criterion which is defined as:

BPSIC = −2Eθ|y [CS(y | θ)] + 2nb̂S . (4.21)

We follow other more conventional information criteria in the choice of sign and models

with lower values of the BPSIC are therefore preferred.

Note that:

1. When the selected scoring rule, S, is equal to the logarithmic score, then BPSIC

corresponds to BPIC.
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2. All the relevant quantities can be readily computed, for example from a MCMC

posterior sample. This enables its calculation to be incorporated as a standard

routine in the initial evaluation of multiple models, without the need to perform

the multiple estimation runs required for cross-validation.

3. The computation of JS(θ̂n) requires that the score function should have a finite

second derivative. This may not be the case at all points for certain scoring

functions, for example, absolute loss, or piecewise linear functions. In practice, we

have found that this tends not to be problematic because the points at which the

derivatives of the scoring rule do not exist will tend not to concentrate around the

posterior mode. However, we indicate in the examples in the next section how

routine modifications can ensure problems do not occur.

Use of the BPSIC should readily facilitate an initial comparison of future expected

utilities of models. In addition, if, for example, MCMC output is stored, then a future

user of a model should be able to re-assess its performance based on an alternative

scoring rule with a fairly straightforward recalculation.

In the next section we illustrate the performance of the BPSIC with three examples

based on stylised simulated data. Then in Section 4.5 we illustrate the application to the

problem of predicting quantiles of UK electricity imbalance prices.

4.4 Simulation examples

4.4.1 Performance on different score functions

In this example we compare estimates obtained using BPSIC to the actual bias. We

consider different score functions and situations in which the model is correctly and

incorrectly specified. This gives an insight into the performance of the BPSIC

approximation in a variety of applications.

In the correctly specified scenario, we consider a normal model M1 with unknown mean

µ, known variance σ2 = 0.52, and a conjugate prior µ ∼ N(0, 0.12). We assume that the
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true data generating process is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 0.52. In

the incorrectly specified scenario, the normal model M1 has unknown mean µ, known

variance σ2 = 0.52, and a conjugate prior µ ∼ N(0, 52), and we assume that the true

data generating process is normally distributed with mean 1 and variance 22.

We consider four score functions (where we define these as the negative of the

corresponding loss function), where the score S(fθ, yk) results under the model expressed

by the density function f at the parameter value θ, if the value yk is observed.

• Logarithmic predictive density. We define S(fθ, yk) = log fθ(yk). As we have seen,

maximising this score corresponds to minimising the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

• Quadratic score. We define S(fθ, yk) = −(µ(fθ)− yk)2, where µ(fθ) denotes the

predictive mean of the distribution with density f . Although for the purposes of

the normal model example here, this reduces to a scaled version of the log density

when a vague prior is chosen, when we include the more informative prior

specification we have adopted under the correctly specified model scenario, it also

results in a different weighting between prior and score function.

• Absolute loss. We define S(fθ, yk) = − |µ(fθ)− yk| . We remark that there are

undefined second derivatives at µ(fθ) = yk. Any problems encountered can be

addressed by approximating this by the Huber loss function, defined as

S(fθ, yk) =


−(µ(fθ)− yk)2/2, if |µ(fθ)− yk| < k

k(|µ(fθ)− yk| − k/2) otherwise.

• Quantile loss. This time, our focus of interest is in being able to forecast a specific

quantile – perhaps for a risk management application. We select a quantile scoring

rule, reflecting a focus on our ability to forecast the 0.95 quantile. A number of

quantile scoring rules have been established (see Gneiting and Raftery [2007]); here

we make use of the asymmetric piecewise linear scoring function (see Gneiting
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[2011] defined by

S(fθ, yk) = (yk − τ(fθ))(1(τ(fθ) > yk)− τ)

where 0 < τ < 1 is the quantile of interest, and τ(fθ) denotes the value predicted

by the density fθ.

As with absolute loss, one common feature of these quantile scoring rules is that

they are piecewise linear, therefore having undefined second derivatives for some

values. For the computation of the BPSIC it is possible to make an adjustment by

making use of the quantile Huber loss proposed by Aravkin et al. [2014], which

takes the form:

ρτ (fθ, yk) =



τ |yk − τ(fθ)| −
κτ2

2 , if yk − τ(fθ) < −τκ

(1− τ) |yk − τ(fθ)| −
κ(1− τ)2

2 , if yk − τ(fθ) > (1− τ)κ
1

2κ(yk − τ(fθ))2 otherwise,

where the value of κ is selected by the user as the threshold within which a

quadratic approximation replaces the corresponding piecewise linear scoring rule.

The graphs below show the result of comparing the average BPSIC bias with the average

actual bias (based on simulating future observations from the true distribution). Figure

4.1 shows the results in the correctly specified model case; Figure 4.2 illustrates the

incorrectly specified case.

We observe that the bias in the first case where the prior is more informative is lower,

reflecting the greater weighting given to the prior compared to the new data. The scale

of the bias is dominated by the natural scale of the scores themselves. We conjecture

that there is an additional effect in that greater bias is likely to be seen when we use

scores which are ‘closer’ to the logarithmic score: asymptotically, this score will be

maximised under Bayesian updating. We comment on this in our conclusion.

To illustrate the impact of employing different score functions on model selection, we
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Figure 4.1: Performance of actual bias compared to asymptotic (BPSIC) bias. The true data
generating process is given by a N(0, 0.52) distribution. The model being assessed, M1, is a normal
distribution with unknown mean and known variance equal to the true variance. The mean has
a conjugate prior µ ∼ N(0, 0.12). The figure shows the simulated average actual bias (7,000
simulations, with computation of the relevant expectations for each simulation computed by 1,000
posterior parameter simulations), shown by the solid red line and the average asymptotic bias
(dotted black line) under four different loss functions.
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Figure 4.2: Performance of actual bias compared to asymptotic (BPSIC) bias - misspecified model.
The true data generating process is given by a N(1, 22) distribution. The model being assessed, M1,
is a normal distribution with unknown mean and fixed variance of 0.52. The mean has a conjugate
prior µ ∼ N(0, 52). The figure shows the simulated average actual bias (7,000 simulations, with
computation of the relevant expectations for each simulation computed by 1,000 posterior parameter
simulations), shown by the solid red line and the average asymptotic bias (dotted black line) under
four different loss functions.
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consider a stylised example. 200 data points were simulated from a mixture model

consisting of a Weibull(Shape = 5, Scale = 20) and a lognormal (Log mean = 3, Log SD

= 0.8) distribution, where the mixing proportion was weighted 0.8 Weibull and 0.2

lognormal.

MCMC was used to estimate two candidate models: a Weibull model and a lognormal

model. For both models, Uniform(0, 100) distributions were used as parameter priors.

Figure 4.3 below shows the fitted posterior predictive densities together with the

empirical data density.

Table 4.1 shows the BPSIC values under each of the four measures considered earlier in

this section, for each of the two models.

Table 4.1: Comparison of BPSIC for different scoring functions

Log Score Squared error Absolute Loss 0.95 Quantile
Weibull model 1,549.5 45,479.7 227.8 669.0
Lognormal model 1,502.3 46,890.5 219.3 759.6

Note that the lognormal model is favoured under the logarithmic score and absolute loss,

whereas the Weibull model is favoured if the squared error loss or quantile score is used.

If our interest is in the tail quantiles of the distribution, the Weibull model may be a

more appropriate model choice, even though it would not be chosen through a default

log score procedure. We return to this theme in Section 4.5, when we consider a problem

of model choice motivated by a risk management requirement where the appropriate

utility relates to forecasts of distribution quantiles.

4.4.2 Comparison with cross-validation

The previous example showed a reasonable fit between the estimates provided by BPSIC

and the average bias across a number of loss functions. However, the practical

application of the criterion will depend also on the amount of additional variance

introduced through the bias correction.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of posterior predictive densities relating to two candidate models estimated
using MCMC. The observed data consists of 200 points sampled from a mixture of a Weibull(Shape
= 5, Scale = 20) and a lognormal (Log mean = 3, Log SD = 0.8) distribution, where the mixing
proportion was weighted 0.8 Weibull and 0.2 lognormal. In the text we illustrate that under different
scoring functions within the BPSIC, different candidate models will be selected.
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In our next example we compare the performance of the BPSIC and leave one out cross

validation (LOO-CV). As before, we use the same mis-specified example, with the model

M1 having unknown mean µ, known variance σ2 = 0.52, and a conjugate prior

µ ∼ N(0, 52), and the true data generating process being normally distributed with mean

1 and variance 22.

This time, however, we select the quantile scoring rule reflecting a focus on model

performance on forecasting the 0.95 quantile. We simulate 2,000 scenarios in which a

sample of 100 observations is used to generate a LOO-CV score, an (unadjusted)

posterior score, the BPSIC, and simulated ‘true score’. The results are shown in Figure

4.4.

The LOO-CV and BPSIC estimation errors are extremely close, with the unadjusted

posterior score positively biased. The standard deviation of errors is almost identical in

the two methods. The amount of the bias correction is shown in the second graph, and

we also show the standard deviations of the individual ‘one left out’ predictive scores

which are averaged to form the LOO-CV estimate.

Table 4.2 shows the computation time on a medium specification PC for the calculation

of the LOO-CV scores and the BPSIC, using the example above, but with different

sample sizes, n.

Table 4.2: Comparison of computation times (minutes) for BPSIC and LOO-CV

n = 100 n = 200 n = 400 n = 1000
LOO-CV 10.93 21.93 43.72 110.03
BPSIC 9.02 17.40 34.71 80.42

In this example, there is a modest saving in computation time using BPSIC compared to

LOO-CV. However the model is a trivial one to re-estimate within each cross-validation.

For more complex models, where the Bayesian updating is more time consuming and

might involve, for example, MCMC, LOO-CV will incur an additional overhead

approximately equal to the sample size multiplied by the additional time necessary to

estimate the posterior parameters, compared to a single parameter estimation step for
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the BPSIC. Therefore, in situations where this estimation step dominates execution

time, LOO-CV could become prohibitively costly.

In the situation in which LOO-CV estimates are expensive to obtain, we might be

tempted to undertake a randomised selection of a subset of samples. However, in this

example, the additional variability introduced by using a smaller LOO sub-sample is

significantly in excess of that introduced by the bias adjustment by the BPSIC.

We should remark that one advantage of the cross-validated score over the BPSIC is that

it would enable us to better assess performance of the predictive density of the posterior

predictive score. For many prediction problems, we are more concerned with how the

posterior predictive score will perform than we are with the average of the scores across

the posterior distribution. Note that, as the BPSIC is defined as an average divergence

(and therefore an estimate of Ez
[
Eθ|y [S(fθ, z)]

]
), this means that for concave score

functions such as the log score, we will have

Ez
[
Eθ|y [S(fθ, z)]

]
≤ Ez

[
S(Eθ|y [fθ] , z)

]
, (4.22)

where Eθ|y [fθ] is the posterior predictive density. In this example, this will mean that if

our concern is when we should employ the posterior predictive distribution, this will

typically be earlier than that suggested by the BPSIC.

4.4.3 Posterior averaged performance in terms of ‘catching up’

We commented previously that the practice of comparing models on the basis of their

cumulative scores may be less than optimal. Informally, if we are interested in making

use of the models to make future predictions, we may be less concerned about their early

performance than in their more recent ‘track record’. This is likely to be particularly

pertinent in a high dimensional setting, where we require increasingly large ‘training

sets’ to calibrate model parameters. van Erven et al. [2012] study this ‘catch up’ effect,

and propose a solution in which a prior is placed over a switching distribution, governing

which model should be used in making predictions at a given point in time.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the BPSIC with leave one out cross validation. The true data generating
process is given by a N(1, 22) distribution. The model being assessed, M1, is a normal distribution
with unknown mean and fixed variance of 0.52. The mean has a conjugate prior µ ∼ N(0, 52). The
scoring function chosen is the 0.95 asymmetric piecewise linear quantile loss function. The figure
shows the results of 2,000 simulations of a sample size of 100. In each simulation the BPSIC
is calculated using a sample of 1,000 from the posterior distribution, and the ‘true’ scores are
calculated on a new sample of 1,000 observations generated from the true distribution. The first
graph shows the estimation error resulting from the leave one out, unadjusted posterior and adjusted
(BPSIC) score. The second graph shows the variation in the bias adjustment for the BPSIC, and
the final graph shows the standard deviation of the individual ‘left out’ scores which are averaged
to form the LOO-CV estimate.
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An alternative approach of ‘calibrating’ the models to a similar level of information on

an initial training sample, and then comparing models on their subsequent performance

has been proposed in Xu et al. [2011]. Both approaches retain the Bayes factor (or

equivalently, the cumulative log score) as the selection metric but, instead, make

adjustments to compensate for the catch up effect itself.

We suggest that an alternative approach is to discard the Bayes factor altogether as

being inappropriate for this type of problem. Instead we would plan to estimate the

expected future utility. Here we examine the ability of the BPSIC to assess the model’s

performance based on its current state (that is, taking into account parameter learning)

as an alternative to using modified Bayes factor selection. We use log predictive utility

here. However, we note that our analysis below could be repeated using other utilities.

Accordingly, we suppose that the true model is normally distributed N(0.2, 12). We wish

to compare two models M1: a fixed model normally distributed N(0, 12) and model M2

with known variance 12 but unknown mean µ ∼ N(1, 42). The relatively vague prior on

µ in model M2 means that, assessed on a sequential basis as data is received, M1 will

initially perform better. However, after sufficient observations, model M2 will become

the preferred model.

Figure 4.5 shows the results based on 1,000 simulations. If the Bayes factor (equivalently

cumulative log score) is used then on average, model M2 will only be chosen when the

cumulative log score difference is lower than 0, that is after approximately 170

observations. Naive assessment based on the uncorrected posterior log score (that is, the

posterior Bayes factor of Aitkin [1991]) will result in selecting model M2 immediately. If

the true posterior log score is used (with knowledge of the true data generating process)

then model M2 should be preferred on average much earlier – after approximately 50

observations. We obtain a very similar result using the corrected estimate from the

BPSIC (bottom left hand graph). Of course, we would also obtain very similar results

using cross validation, however, as we have already commented, for a large class of

models, this might be expected to be much more computationally intensive.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the performance of the cumulative log score and posterior average (esti-
mated and true) log scores. The true data generating process is given by a N(0.2, 12) distribution.
We compare two models: M1 is a fixed model consisting of a normal distribution N(0, 12). Model
M2 is a model with known (true) variance and unknown mean µ, N(µ, 12), where the mean has
a conjugate prior µ ∼ N(1, 42). The figure shows the comparison scores averaged over 1,000
simulations.
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4.5 Quantile prediction - UK electricity market imbalance

Where the end goal is to select a model which is used to provide an estimate of ‘tail

risk’, the use of a suitably bias corrected scoring rule can be particularly appropriate. In

this section, we apply the BPSIC to the problem of risk management of imbalance

exposures to UK electricity market participants. Within the UK, an electricity balancing

mechanism is managed by the System Operator (National Grid) to ensure security of

supply. Market participants are required to inform the System Operator of their forecast

output (in the case of generators) and demand (in the case of suppliers) approximately

one hour in advance of each half hour’s electricity production.

Typically, it will be necessary for the System Operator to intervene to ensure the actual

electricity generated in a given period meets actual demand (which will be different from

that implied by the aggregate of forecasts received due to forecast error). In the

situation we consider here, the overall system is short, in other words it is necessary for

the System Operator to seek additional sources of generation (for example, requesting

additional short term generation be activated or requiring certain high users to reduce

demand). The cost of these activities is reflected in the System Buy Price (SBP) charged

to those who have under-forecast demand or over-forecast supply, and this will typically

be significantly higher than the prevailing market price. In this situation, the System

Sell Price (SSP) will reflect a prevailing market price.

Accurate quantification of the amount of risk exposure to imbalance volumes is an

important consideration for all market participants. Typically, participants might agree

a core pricing model with fixed parameter values which is justified with reference to

overall fit to imbalance prices. In addition, suppliers of energy will need to charge a risk

premium on all contracts which contribute to system imbalance. The risk premium is

often based on an assessment of the 95th percentile, in accordance with market risk

practice within the financial services industry. For the quantification of the additional

risk premium it might be necessary to justify to the regulator if a different model to the

core model would be more appropriate to capture these aspects.
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Imbalance data for each day in the period 17th October 2011 to 28th May 2014 (the full

length of the historical period stored) was obtained from the Elexon data portal

(https://www.elexonportal.co.uk). The dataset used for modelling comprised the Net

Imbalance Volume (NIV) (the total amount of electricity (in MWh) by which the system

was short or long compared to forecast demand), SBP and SSP (both denominated in

GBP/MWh). Prices and balancing behaviour vary throughout the day depending on the

degree of demand across the day, and for this exercise we used data only for Settlement

Period 16 (this corresponds to a particular half hourly generation period on each day

between 7.30 am and 8.00 am in the winter and between 6.30 am and 7.00 am in the

summer). This resulted in a sample size of 438.

We would expect the SBP to become more stressed in periods where the NIV is higher.

This might be the case, for example, where a power station suffers an unforeseen outage,

as in these situations the System Operator will be required to procure a substantial

amount of energy at very short notice, often being forced to make use of extremely high

cost sources of generation and/or high bids from commercial generators. The degree of

stress can be measured by the ratio of the SBP to a measure of typical prices which are

prevailing in the market - for this purpose we use the ratio of SBP to SSP.

Panels a) and b) in Figure 4.6 show a plot of the SBP/SSP compared to the NIV. As can

be seen, in addition to a positive relationship between the NIV and the SBP/SSP ratio

there is also a significant skew in the residuals, as we would expect from an increasingly

expensive ‘supply stack’ of generation.

The skew-normal distribution (Azzalini [1986]) has been used successfully to reflect

skewness without the need for ancillary data transformation and was used to model this

aspect of the data. In particular, we selected a linear regression model with skew-normal

residuals of the form

fSN (yi;β1, β2, ω
2, α) = 2

ω
φ

(
yi − (β1 + β2xi)

ω

)
Φ(αω−1(yi − (β1 + β2xi))). (4.23)

MCMC was used to obtain posterior estimates (see Fruhwirth-Schnatter and Pyne
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[2010]). In the first model, we fitted simultaneously all parameters: the linear regression

slope and intercept terms, together with the skewnormal parameters, using a vague

normal gamma prior (a diagonal matrix with entries of 0.01 for the precision matrix, a

mean of zero and Gamma(Shape = 0.01, Rate = 0.01) distribution). The posterior

distributions from 12,000 simulations with a burn in of 4.000 are shown in Figure 4.6.

In practice, participants in the market might make use of alternative models for different

purposes. For example, models used for calculating a ‘cost of risk’ might use one set of

assumptions, and models used to calculate expected levels of imbalance loss might use

another set. This might need to be justified to a regulator to ensure that parameters

were not being ‘tuned’ to benefit a particular market participant, and that they reflected

an objectively justifiable aspect of model performance. For example, if a different model

was being used for market pricing from that used for general market analysis purposes,

there would need to be a clear justification of what features of model performance made

the models applicable for their areas of use.

To illustrate this aspect, as alternative models, which would need to be separately

justified to a regulator, we constrained the intercept term, β1 at different values between

0.2 and 1.2. BPSIC values were computed for the standard logarithmic score and also the

0.95 quantile scoring rule, reflecting the possible focus of interest of a risk management

decision using this model to price an appropriate risk premium. In Figure 4.7, we show

the corresponding BPSIC at various values. In particular, the model with the value of β1

close to that fitted freely gives the highest BPSIC logarithmic score. However, if our

interest is in fitting accurately to the prediction of the 0.95 quantile, the graphs show

that models with a lower intercept value provide a greater expected future utility.

Table 4.3 summarises the information criteria output for the fitted model, together with

the highest scoring models under logarithmic and quantile scoring criteria. Although not

considered here, it is easy to see how such a table could be extended to include other

scoring rules reflecting the diverse utilities of the possible future user base for a model.

Such an extension could enable a more informed selection of the most appropriate model

implementation and parameterisation for a particular need.
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Figure 4.6: Estimation of the relationship between Net Imbalance Volume (NIV) and ratio of
System Buy Price to System Sell Price (SBP/SSP). Panel a) shows data between October 2011 and
May 2014 relating to settlement period 16 for those occasions when the system was short. MCMC
was used to estimate jointly the linear regression parameters relating the SBP/SSP ratio to the
NIV. In order to compare visually the residual distribution against the skew normal distribution,
Panel (b) shows residuals from the linear regression model (see equation 4.23) relating SBP/SSP
to NIV. Panels c) to f) show the posterior parameter estimates obtained from fitting the linear
regression model with skew normal residuals estimated using a 12,000 simulation MCMC sample
with a burn-in of 4,000 simulations.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the BPSIC obtained for models with fixed intercept values in the linear
regression. Note that the minimum BPSIC log score is obtained with an intercept value of approx-
imately 1.0, consistent with the posterior estimates in Figure 4.6 when a vague prior is placed on
the intercept. However, models fitted with lower values of the intercept have lower BPSIC quantile
score, reflecting the increased skewness fitted by these models.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of BPSIC for fitted and fixed intercepts - skew-normal model

Fitted Intercept = 0.6 Intercept = 1.0
BPSIC(log score) 124.1 340.8 123.9
Asymptotic bias(log score) 3.7 4.4 4.5
BPSIC(percentile score) 46.2 41.5 46.8
Asymptotic bias(percentile score) 2.5 3.4 3.4

4.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we introduce a Bayesian score based information criterion which is an

estimate of the posterior weighted average of out of sample performance for a user

defined scoring function relevant to the problem at hand. The effects of the bias inherent

in using the observed data for the dual purposes of posterior updating and model

selection are controlled through the incorporation of an asymptotic bias correction which

is derived by applying the results in Ando [2007].

By doing this we are able to choose from a range of utility functions and incorporate an

appropriate score within the selection procedure. Moreover, we overcome the ‘catch up’

limitation, discussed in Chapter 2, of using a cumulative score applied directly, as we are

assessing the model as updated against the full data sample.

Analysis shows that this criterion can give similar results to cross-validation, but may

have advantages, both in terms of requiring less computing time to implement, and also

of using the full data sample, rather than requiring observations to be left out. For small

data sets and/or large numbers of model parameters this can be an important

consideration.

We illustrated an example of the application of the BPSIC to modelling different aspects

of the distribution of electricity imbalance prices, and showed that it was possible to

provide objective justification for the selection of alternative parameter values where our

interest was on fitting to specific quantiles of the distribution.
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Chapter 5

Modular model selection

5.1 Introductory remarks

In previous chapters we have considered techniques for the comparison of models where

the comparison metric is applied at the level of the overall model output. In an

environment where ‘big models’ are increasingly prevalent, the option of using existing

models as components within a larger framework (an ‘aggregate model’) is attractive.

This is because it enables predictive tools to be developed more rapidly, ‘tried and

tested’ models to be recycled, and a more familiar and credible narrative structure to be

communicated to the end user.

In Section 1.3.3, we gave an example from energy market modelling, in which models for

UK electricity prices are often constructed from component price models of the

underlying fuels used for power generation (principally nuclear fuels, coal and gas)

together with a model which forecasts demand from industrial and household consumers.

A set of more deterministic relationships governing which generation options are

preferred in which circumstances then allows the models to be combined into a

forecasting tool for the resulting electricity price.

In these situations, we may build a number of larger ‘aggregate’ models from the

available, smaller, component models, and wish to select the best performing. A naive
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approach is simply to compare the performance of the models on some future observed

data. However, this may ignore richer data available to assess particular components of

the model – in the electricity example above, it may be that we have a large amount of

data to assess the performance of coal price models, but a more recent history only of

nuclear or solar generation.

In these situations the user may require an assessment of how the aggregate model is

likely to perform, based on the performance of component models. While scoring the

outputs of the aggregate model may be a direct way to proceed in order to tailor an

appropriate utility to the analyst’s situation (particularly when there are large amounts

of training data available) in practice there are often limitations. Data on component

performance may have been gathered at different times, and therefore may not permit an

holistic model score to be readily generated across the full model.

In addition, the analyst may have good reason to believe that for certain components of

the model, training data available is not fully representative of the future regime in

which the model will be used and may therefore wish to restrict the performance

assessment on a particular component to a subset of the data.

In this chapter we develop an approach which enables performance data on component

models, where the joint distribution takes the form of an exponential family, to be

combined into an assessment of aggregate model performance. The approach naturally

accommodates the analyst’s desire to assess component model performance over time

periods which best reflect the anticipated future operating environment for that

component, and at the same time gives most weight to the outputs of each component

which have greatest impact on the overall predictive utility of the aggregate model.

5.2 Exponential family model component selection

5.2.1 Context

For simplicity of exposition we consider the situation where we have an aggregate model

which consists of a model for X (parameterised by θ) and an exponential family model
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for Y | X, for which a transformation of X denoted by η(X) forms the natural

parameter. We also suppose our interest is in the fit of the model on variable Y .

Although this set-up is simpler than networks encountered in practice, it should be noted

that the approach we are presenting is concerned with assessing the performance of a

component model within a larger model. Assuming that the larger model can be

described by means of a series of conditional probability distributions, each represented

in exponential family form, then the resulting joint distribution, into which the

component model ‘feeds’ its output, will also be of exponential family form (see, for

example, Koller and Friedman [2009]), and hence the results here hold for a wide variety

of network structures.

We wish to accommodate both the situation in which the model is constructed as a ‘plug

in’ network in which, for example, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator of X is

an input into the model for Y | X, and also a fully Bayesian approach in which the

predictive distribution for X is used within the model for Y | X. To achieve this we use

as a measure for the model fit on Y , a metric based on expected deviance (see, e.g.

Spiegelhalter et al. [2002]), where we define the average deviance of Y

Davg(Y ) = Eftrue

[
Ef(x|θ) [−2 log f(yobs | x)]

]
, (5.1)

with yobs denoting an actual observation of y under the true data generating process,

ftrue. Where we are considering the ‘plug-in’ MAP estimator, x̂, we interpret the inner

expectation in Equation 5.1 as 2 log f(yobs | x̂). For the fully Bayesian model we have:

Davg(Y ) = Eftrue

[∫
−2 log f(yobs | x)f(x; θ)dx.

]
(5.2)

A naive way to approximate the expectation is to observe the values of yn directly and

compute their predictive density under the modelled distribution

Davg(Y ) ≈ 2
m

m∑
j=1

∫
−2 log f(yj | x)f(x; θ)dx. (5.3)
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We refer to the approximation obtained using this method as the direct score. However,

it may be that we have more information (for example, a greater ‘track record’ of

observations) on the performance of our model for X which are effectively ignored if we

restrict our evaluation to those where we also observe variable Y . We now consider a

methodology in which the average deviance can be built up by scoring the separate

component models individually.

5.2.2 Bregman divergences

We represent the probability density of a member of an arbitrary exponential family in

the form:

f(Y | θ) = exp(θT (Y )−A(θ) + C(y)), (5.4)

and make use of the property relating the expectation of the sufficient statistic, T , under

the distribution f to the Jacobian of the log normaliser, A:

Ef(Y |θ) [T (Y )] = ∇A(θ). (5.5)

We define the Bregman divergence corresponding to a convex and differentiable function

F as

BF (x || y) = F (x)− F (y)− (x− y).∇F (y). (5.6)

It is well known (see, for example, Nielsen and Nock [2010]) that the Kullback-Leibler

divergence between two members of the same exponential family is given by the

Bregman divergence corresponding to the log normalizer between the two parameter

values. Here we establish slightly more general conditions for this to hold in the case of

the expected log score difference between two members of the same exponential family

under an arbitrary true distribution. The conditions require that the expectation of the

sufficient statistics are equal to those under the true data generating process, the latter

expectation which we denote by Eftrue . This will enable us to apply the result to the

situation where we are dealing with a model which is not the ‘true model’, but where we

believe that its sufficient statistics are ‘calibrated’ to the true data generating process.
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Lemma 9 Suppose two members of the same exponential family, as parameterised in

Equation 5.4 above, are denoted by f(Y | θ1) and f(Y | θ2). If under the true distribution

of Y, we have that Ef(Y |θ1) [T (Y )] = Eftrue [T (Y )], then

Eftrue [log f(Y | θ1)− log f(Y | θ2)] = BA(θ2 || θ1). (5.7)

Proof.

Eftrue [log f(Y | θ1)− log f(Y | θ2)] = Eftrue [T (Y )(θ1 − θ2) +A(θ2)−A(θ1)] (5.8)

= BA(θ2 || θ1) + Eftrue [(θ2 − θ1).(∇A(θ1)− T (Y ))]

Under the assumption that ∇A(θ1) = Ef(Y |θ1) [T (Y )] = Eftrue [T (Y )], we have

Eftrue [log f(Y | θ1)− log f(Y | θ2)] = BA(θ2 || θ1). (5.9)

We now use the previous results to establish an alternative way to approximate the

average deviance introduced in Section 5.2.1.

Theorem 10 Suppose

1. The distribution f(X,Y ; θ) factorises as f(Y | X)f(X; θ), where f(Y | X) takes

the exponential family form

f(Y | X) = exp(η(X)T (Y )−A(η(X)) + C(y)), (5.10)

2. We have a series of observations x1, x2, . . . , xn and y1, y2, . . . , yn which we use to

score the component model f(Y | X),

3. We have a a series of (possibly overlapping) observations x′1, x′2, . . . , x′m, which we

use to score the component model f(X),

4. The model for Y | X is well calibrated to the true distribution in the sense that for
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all observations of X, xobs, we have Ef(Y |xobs) [T (Y | xobs)] = Eftrue [T (Y | xobs)].

Then the average deviance of Y can be approximated as a decomposition of two terms:

the achieved log scores on f(y | x) and posterior averaged Bregman scores on the

observations over f(X; θ):

Davg(Y ) ≈ 2
m

m∑
j=1

∫
BA(η(x) || η(x′j))f(x; θ)dx− 2

n

n∑
i=1

log f(yi | xi). (5.11)

Proof. We express the average deviance as the sum of two terms:

E ftrue

[∫
−2 log f(yobs | x)f(x; θ)dx

]
= Eftrue [−2 log f(yobs | xobs)] (5.12)

+Eftrue

[∫
(−2 log f(yobs | x) + 2 log f(yobs | xobs))f(x; θ)dx

]
.

We approximate the first term on the right hand side as − 2
n

∑n
i=1 log f(yi | xi). Using

Lemma 1, the second term can be expressed as

Eftrue

[∫
2BA(η(x) || η(xobs))f(x; θ)dx

]
(5.13)

which can be approximated by

2
m

m∑
j=1

∫
BA(η(x) || η(x′j))f(x; θ)dx. (5.14)

We refer to the average deviance obtained using this method as the component score.

5.2.3 Simulated Example

In the following example, to compare the scores generated by the component and direct

methods, we assume that the true data generating process is given by:

X ∼Uniform[−4, 4] (5.15)

Y | X ∼Uniform[X − 1, X + 1]
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of direct and component scores for a hierarchical normal model for vari-
ables X and Y | X where the true data generating process is given by a hierarchical uniform model.
The figure shows results under different assumptions for the standard deviation σ2 of the modelled
distribution of Y | X. A sample size of 100 observations of Y and X is used and the means and
standard deviations computed across 100 simulations for each value of σ2.

and that a candidate model has been specified as:

X ∼Normal[0, 2] (5.16)

Y | X ∼Normal[X,σ2].

Observe that the model for Y | X has mean X equal to that of the true distribution for

Y | X, and therefore this satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9. Figure 5.1 compares the

direct scores and component scores for a range of values of σ2 for a sample size of 100

observations of Y and X simulated 100 times for each choice of σ2. The results are seen

to be in close agreement.
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The decomposition obtained allows us, when X and Y are both observable quantities, to

provide an assessment of the fit of the aggregate model used for predicting Y in terms of

two measures: firstly by assessing the component model f(Y | X) in terms of its

achieved log scores, and secondly assessing the component model f(X | θ) in terms of its

achieved average Bregman divergence.

The second of these measures is an expectation of a Bregman scoring function. Gneiting

[2011] shows that scoring functions of this type correspond to those which are consistent

for the mean functional, in the sense that the expected score is minimised when the

point forecast corresponding to the mean of the forecast distribution is made.

The decomposition of aggregate model performance on Y immediately provides us with

a method to compare candidate component models, fi, for X for inclusion in the

aggregate model: choose the model with the lowest cumulative Bregman score, Si, which

we define as:

Si =
∑∫

BA(η(x) || η(xobs))fi(x; θ)dx. (5.17)

This approach corresponds to selection of the model for X which is expected to

contribute to a lower overall deviance on the aggregate model and therefore provides a

model selection metric which is tailored to the properties of the model (as encapsulated

in the log normaliser A) to which a component contributes.

5.2.4 Comparison with Bayes Factor selection

It is interesting to compare the approach to standard Bayes factor selection (equivalently

the logarithmic score over the joint distribution). To do this, we will assume a more

simplified situation where we approximate the posterior averaged integral in Equation

5.17 by a point forecast of X(e.g. the MAP estimate) from f(x; θ), say x̂. We assume

that the function η is the identity so that variable X forms the natural parameter in the

model for Y | X. We also assume that the observations for X and Y | X coincide (so

that the xi and x′i terms in Theorem 10 are identical). In this case, our proposed
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selection metric can be approximated as choosing the model with the lowest score

SComp =
n∑
i=1
− log f(yi | xi) +BA(x̂ || xi), (5.18)

with the Bayes factor (assuming equal prior probabilities) choosing the model with the

lowest log score

SBF =
n∑
i=1
− log f(yi | xi)− log f(xi). (5.19)

The term − log f(xi) in the Bayes factor score reflects the focus here of selecting of the

model for both X and Y which has the highest probability of being the ‘true’ model;

compare this to the term BA(x̂ || xi) in which the focus is on assessing a model for X in

terms of its contribution to the model for Y | X. In general the two approaches will lead

to different selection. Within the constraints of the simplifications introduced in this

section, the two will correspond only where our model for X has a density function g(x)

induced by the divergence BA:

g(x)∝ exp(−BA(x̂ || x)) (5.20)

∝ exp(A(x) + (x̂− x)∇A(x)).

We briefly illustrate different forms of selection metrics and induced densities which

would make them equivalent to the Bayes factor selection with reference to three

examples of different underlying exponential family models to which the component

model provides input.

Example - Normal model with fixed variance σ2 for Y | X

In this case, the Bregman score can be written as

Si =
∑∫ (η(x)− η(xobs))2

2σ2 fi(x; θ)dx, (5.21)

and the selection metric corresponds up to transformation to the log score averaged over

the posterior distribution of the parameter θ. The induced density g(x) can be seen by
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inspection to be equal to a normal N(η(xobs), σ2) density.

Example - Poisson model for Y | X

In this case, the Bregman score can be written as

Si =
∑∫

η(x)− η(xobs)
(

1 + log
(

η(x)
η(xobs)

))
fi(x; θ)dx, (5.22)

and the induced density g(x) ∝
(
η(x̂)
η(x)

)η(x)
eη(x).

Example - Bernoulli model for Y | X

In this case, the Bregman score can be written as

Si =
∑∫

log
(1− η(xobs)

1− η(x)

)
− η(xobs) log

(
η(x)(1− η(xobs))
η(xobs)(1− η(x))

)
fi(x; θ)dx, (5.23)

and the induced density g(x) ∝ (1− η(x))−1e(η(x̂)−η(x))η(x).

5.3 Applications

Although in many cases scoring a model directly on the variable of interest may be a

sensible way to proceed, we believe there are situations in which the component

approach may be advantageous. We describe these in the following sections and

illustrate with simulated examples.

5.3.1 Unbalanced data

In many situations there may be more data available to validate one component than the

overall model. For example, it may be that there is only recent data where X and Y are

observed simultaneously, but a lengthier time period in which X is observed. There is

therefore less data on which to assess the model for Y | X but more data on which to

assess the model for X. By combining the component scores, the use of the full data

may allow a reduction in the variance of the estimated score.
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To illustrate this we assume that the true data generating process is given by:

X ∼Uniform[−2, 2] (5.24)

Y | X ∼Uniform[X − 4, X + 4]

and that our model is given by:

X ∼Normal[0, 1] (5.25)

Y | X ∼Normal[X, 2]

We next examine the impact of having different sample sizes for the number of

observations of X, but in each situation, where only the last 20 observations also have

associated values of Y . In this case, the direct score therefore uses the sample of 20

observations of Y and X, whereas in the component approach we use this sample to score

the model for Y | X, but use a larger sample, where available, to score the model for X.

Figure 5.2 shows the results of applying the direct and component approaches for

different sample sizes for X based on 1,000 simulations for each choice of sample size. As

can be seen, as the data available to assess X increases, a reduction in the score

standard deviation can be obtained, and therefore the procedure using the component

score is likely to be more robust.

In Appendix C we show the results of another simulated example, this time where the

model for Y | X is given by a Poisson distribution with mean X, and this also

demonstrates a reduction in the standard deviation in the score obtained using the

component method.

5.3.2 Intervention in an M-partially complete context

In some situations the analyst may have good reason to believe that the data available

for model assessment are in some sense unrepresentative of future situations. While it

might theoretically be possible to transform these beliefs into a more formal mixture of

parametric and non-parametric assumptions (see, e.g. Gutierrez-Pena and Walker [2001],
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of direct and component scores for the model in section 5.2.3 under dif-
fering sample sizes for the X observations, but fixed sample size (20) for the observations of Y .
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Gutierrez-Pena and Walker [2005]) and therefore deal with this situation using an

M -complete formulation, in practice this is complex. We therefore believe that modular

model assessment may provide the analyst with a useful method for intervening within

the selection framework in order to make simple modifications to allow additional

insights to be incorporated within the final decision.

We refer to the perspective of an analyst who has well-formed beliefs on certain

properties of the probability distribution, but is relatively agnostic on others, as an

M -partially complete perspective, to distinguish it from the M -complete perspective of

Bernardo and Smith [1994] in which the analyst has a clear belief model of the full data

generating process, but is seeking to choose the best available candidate model as a

proxy for her own belief model.

For example, in the electricity markets the price of electricity is set by the highest cost

fuel which is used in the generation system. In the UK market the two main sources of

generation are coal fired and gas fired generation. Simplifying slightly, at any one time, if

coal is higher cost, then the price of electricity will be set at a margin above the price of

coal (where the margin reflects the additional plant operating costs); whereas if gas is

higher cost, then the price of electricity will be set in relation to the price of gas. Figure

5.3 illustrates this relationship.

Due to the slow mean reverting nature of commodity prices for gas and coal, it can often

be the case that one fuel has been observed at a persistently higher cost for a

significantly large duration of the data sample period, even though the analyst believes

that, for example, a long term forecast would have the probabilities of each fuel being

the cost setting fuel at 0.5.

The danger in scoring such a model directly on the observations over this period is that

it may disguise poor performance of the model on the the component with a lower

contribution to the output. For instance, if the component model for gas is defective, but

coal has been the price setting fuel during the observation period, then the model for

electricity will score well as the majority of its forecasts are based on the model for coal.
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We now show how the indirect approach more naturally accommodates the assessment of

the component models for gas and coal in the overall assessment. In equation 5.12 we

expressed the average deviance as the sum of two terms:

E ftrue

[∫
−2 log f(yobs | x)f(x; θ)dx

]
= Eftrue [−2 log f(yobs | xobs)] (5.26)

+Eftrue

[∫
(−2 log f(yobs | x) + 2 log f(yobs | xobs))f(x; θ)dx

]

In this example, the x variables represent the input fuel (coal or gas) with y denoting the

price of power. If we now condition the second term on whether the input fuel is coal or

gas (which we denote by xc and xg respectively) we have

E ftrue

[∫
2BA(η(x) || η(xobs))f(x; θ)dx

]
(5.27)

=P (xcobs > xgobs)Eftrue

[∫
2BA(η(xc) || η(xcobs))f(xc; θc)dx | xcobs > xgobs

]
+P (xgobs > xcobs)Eftrue

[∫
2BA(η(xg) || η(xgobs))f(xg; θg)dx | xgobs > xcobs

]
.

This now allows the analyst to intervene, by imposing her additional beliefs on the

behaviour of gas and power prices on the way in which this expression is approximated.

For example, if she believes that in the period over which the model is to be used, we

would expect p(xgobs > xcobs) = 0.5, and that there is no difference in model behaviour

between the regimes when one fuel is higher priced than the other, then this justifies

removal of the conditioning in the expectations, and we can use the approximation:

2
m

1
2

m∑
j=1

∫
BA(η(xc) || η(xcobsj))f(xc; θc)dxc + 1

2

m∑
j=1

∫
BA(η(xg) || η(xgobsj))f(xg; θg)dxg

 .
(5.28)

In this way the full data performance of the component models can justifiably be

brought into the computation of the score, even though, perhaps, only one model

contributed to the forecasts made during the observation period.

To illustrate these points, we assume that the true data generating processes for gas, coal
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Figure 5.3: Possible representation of a Bayesian network for forecasting the price of electricity

and electricity are given by:

gt = gt−1 − α(gt−1 − 50) + εgt (5.29)

ct = ct−1 − α(ct−1 − 50) + εct

et =Max(gt, ct) + εpt ,

where 1 ≤ t ≤ 200 and the εt terms are distributed N(0, 1).

Over this period, we simulate the MAP forecasts made by component models for gas and

coal and electricity as follows:

ĝt∼N(gt, 1) (5.30)

ĉt∼N(ct, 3)

êt∼N(Max(gt, ct), 2)

so that, in particular, we are simulating a situation in which the coal model has a

notably higher forecast error than the gas model.

We then simulate the direct and component scores under different mean reversion speeds.

Figure 5.4 shows the results of applying the direct and component approaches for

different mean reversion speeds, α, based on simulating 1000 samples for each choice of

speed. As can be seen, particularly where the time series are slow to mean revert for low

values of α, the standard deviation of the scores computed using the component

approach in which we adopt the approximation in Equation 5.28 can be significantly

lower. This is because greater use is made of the full set of observed data and forecasts
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of direct and component model weighted scores for stylised electricity model
for different mean reversion speeds for the component gas and coal models.

across all component models.

5.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has outlined an approach for scoring a model through a combination of

component model scores, where the component models were of exponential family form.

We believe the approach offers advantages in situations where there may be more data

on a particular component model which we wish to include as part of the model

assessment. We also showed that it is possible to use such an approach to allow the

analyst to ‘intervene’ in a natural way where she believes that the sample of data is

unrepresentative of the future, and has partial beliefs that blur the boundaries between

the M -open and M -complete perspectives of Bernardo and Smith [1994].
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In this thesis we have argued that, in some contexts encountered in practice, it is

appropriate to make modifications to standard model selection criteria. These

modifications reflect particular aspects of the context of application.

We have remarked that when utilities linked to forecasting future observations are

concerned, and when we do not believe that models under consideration include the true

model, the Bayes factor can be sub-optimal, and not reflect the future performance of

models, particularly when they have adapted through training on observed data.

In Chapter 3 we have provided examples of situations in which Bayes factor

modifications (either through specialising the Bayes factor solely to the variables of

interest, or by arranging for likelihoods and priors on ‘nuisance’ variables to be loosened

to reduce their impact on the Bayes factor) may provide improvements when an analyst

is interested only in a subset of relationships.

More generally, however, we believe that posterior predictive approaches, approximated

using information criteria, have a useful role to play when dealing with general utilities

and where computation of cross-validatory alternatives may be prohibitive. Chapter 4

therefore introduced a utility based information criterion. We believe that this is

particularly applicable when the analyst has a specific utility reflecting the circumstances

in which a model will be used. It may also be useful to employ in situations in which
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data is scarce and the analyst wishes to make use of the complete data in model

‘training’ and selection.

In Chapter 5 we presented initial results on an approach of ‘component’ scoring, in

which a metric of model fit for a composite model was built up from scores on

component models. We believe that this may have advantages where component models

have been validated over different time periods, or where the analyst wishes to overlay

her own views on the relevance of the data to future periods.

For each of these areas, there are a number of related research questions which we would

be interested to address in future work:

6.1 Use of ‘utility adjusted priors’ in model selection

In Chapter 2 we showed that, in some sense, there is a connection between the utility we

assume for model selection, and the priors we place within each model. To illustrate this

further, we consider the framework in Bernardo and Smith [1994] in which we compare

two models M1,M2 with the same likelihoods p(x | θ). We assume the models represent

complementary hypotheses on the parameter θ, with Mi : θ ∈ Θi, where

Θ1 = {θ : θ ≤ θ0}, Θ2 = {θ : θ > θ0} and Θ1 ∪Θ2 = Θ. The assumption of a single prior

p(θ) can be seen as representing the two priors for individual models, together with the

respective probabilities of each model being the true model, in the form of a probability

weighted average across models.

If li(θ) denotes a loss function for the parameter θ if model Mi is selected, and we now

assume a utility of the form:

U(Mi, θ) =


0 if θ ∈ Θi

−li(θ) if θ ∈ Θc
i .

then Bernardo and Smith [1994] show that the expected utility of choosing model Mi is

equal to:

Ū(Mi | x) = −
∫

Θc
i

li(θ)p(x | θ)p(θ)∫
Θ p(x | θ)p(θ)dθ

. (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: ‘Pseudo-priors’ corresponding to a normal N(0,1) prior. Shown are the zero-one loss,
linear loss and quadratic loss.

Ignoring the denominator which is the same for both models, we can see that we prefer

model M1 if ∫
Θ1
p(x | θ)l2(θ)p(θ)dθ∫

Θ2
p(x | θ)l1(θ)p(θ)dθ > 1. (6.2)

For standard Bayes factor selection, we have a zero-one utility so that li(θ) = 1 for

θ ∈ Θc
i , and this reduces to the standard ‘integrated likelihood’ ratio. For other choices

of utility, if we define a ‘utility adjusted prior’

p?(θ) =
{

li(θ)p(θ)∑2
i=1

∫
Θc

i
li(θ)p(θ)dθ

if θ ∈ Θc
i (6.3)

then model selection under the new utility is equivalent to Bayes factor selection with

the corresponding utility adjusted prior. Figure 6.1 shows the utility adjusted priors

which correspond to different choices of loss function.

We believe further work on this idea might be useful for a number of reasons. Firstly, we

may be making use of standard software packages with built in routines for calculating

Bayes factors, but with no functionality to calculate restrictions of the Bayes factor. In

this case, being able to ‘flex’ the utility by changing prior may be a useful way to
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proceed. Additionally, for the purposes of prior elicitation, it may be helpful to recognise

variables on which looser priors are going to be placed, as these require less expert input.

This enables utility considerations to be taken into account in advance, focusing time and

effort on the parts of the model specification which are pertinent to the model selection.

We would also be interested to see whether the extensive literature on ‘robustness to

prior’ would apply to ‘robustness to utility’, and therefore might provide assurance to

model users of the continued preference for a model in new circumstances, where utilities

on decisions might be different. This might also assist in determining whether knowledge

of the utility function for model selection would help to streamline and refine the amount

and quality of prior elicitation for a given model.

6.2 Score based information criteria

Particularly for small data sets, it seems intuitively plausible that cross-validation will

suffer when influential elements are omitted, and that the bias corrected approach may

have some advantages here. It would be interesting to understand better the trade-offs in

these situations. Stone [1977] establishes asymptotic equivalence of leave-one-out cross

validation and AIC. A further area of research would be to investigate whether similar

results can be obtained between cross-validated scoring rules and the analogous BPSIC

measure.

Comparison of the asymptotic bias and true bias, particularly with small data sets has

shown that, in some situations, the true bias may be systematically over-estimated or

under-estimated. While we have found the size of this discrepancy to be relatively small

in comparison to the underlying cumulative score, it would be useful to understand

further whether there are further correction terms which might be introduced to

compensate.

We suspect that these may be a consequence of the underpinning Laplace and other first

order approximations, though further research is required in this area. We would also be

interested in determining any relationships between the extent to which the candidate

models are close to the ‘true’ model and the accuracy of the approximation, and any
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implications this might have for the application of the approach in M -open and

M -closed situations.

It appears that there may be an interesting connection between the amount of bias in

updating and assessing a model using the same data, and the similarity between the

metric for model assessment and the target divergence which the update seeks to

optimise.

For example, standard Bayesian updating results asymptotically in a posterior which

minimises the Kullback-Leibler divergence to the true model (Berk [1966]). This is the

same metric which we use to assess the model when we use the logarithmic score. We

might, therefore, expect the bias here to be greater than if, for example, we were to score

the model with a quantile score.

Bissiri et al. [2013] propose application of alternative updating mechanisms to the Bayes

rule in M -open contexts. These take the form of π(θ | y) ∝ exp(l(θ, y))π(θ), for a loss

function of interest l(θ, y), acknowledging that in an M -open context it is not necessarily

true that one set of parameters will be optimal under all losses. Under such updating

procedures we can derive a similar information criterion to the BPSIC, where the

relevant matrices and posterior modes are replaced with their analogues under the

alternative loss functions. Here we might expect the bias to be greater if the loss

function chosen is comparable to the score function.

We have remarked that our methods may be particularly applicable in big data contexts,

for example, where model selection could be tailored to reflect the decision maker’s

utility more accurately by using a BPSIC based on relevant marginal and conditional

logarithmic scores of the variables of interest. Another benefit relates to the lower bias

correction term which may apply in these situations.

Typically where cumulative (joint) logarithmic scores are concerned, this will be of the

order of the number of parameters in the model, say p. By examining the BPSIC bias

correction term in Equation 4.5, it will be seen that the corresponding term is

Tr(JSn (θ̂n)J−1
n (θ̂n)). So when other, more tailored, scores are used the bias adjustment
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will typically be significantly lower. This is because JSn (θ̂n) will take zero values on those

parameters which do not have an impact on the utility under consideration. For

example, in the case of a conditional distribution where parameters separate, the bias

correction term will equate to the number of parameters involved in the representation of

the relevant conditional distribution.

We would also be interested to understand further the application of score based

information criteria to derive weighting schemes for use in model averaging. Bayesian

model averaging typically proceeds by weighting each model by its posterior probability

which, as we have observed, makes most sense when viewed from an M -closed

perspective. Clyde and Iversen [2013] suggests an M -open approach where weights are

chosen such that the average realised utility across a series of ‘leave n out’ samples is

maximised, however this might share similar computational difficulties to

cross-validation.

Implicit in Casanova and Ahrens [2009] is the idea of ensemble weighting, where the

weights are linked to some measure of model performance. In an analogous way to which

model averaging weights are often approximated by the exponentials of their BIC scores

which can be regarded as a proxy for posterior probabilities (see, e.g. Wasserman

[2000]), we wonder whether there are are any heuristic methods which would provide

methods for averaging models with reference to their achieved BPSIC scores.

6.3 Modular model selection

The results presented in Chapter 5 focus on simple structures within exponential

families. We would be keen to extend the range of examples to more realistic models

with a greater number of nodes and levels.

It is unclear whether relaxation of the exponential family restriction could be achieved in

a tractable way, although it would be interesting to explore the family of divergences

which would result. Similarly it would be useful to understand whether it is possible to

generalise any of the results to the situation in which we use loss functions other than

logarithmic loss to score the performance of the overall model.
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Another area of interest to us is the extent of the types of beliefs which can be overlaid

by the analyst as part of this framework. We presented an example in which the analyst’s

beliefs around the frequency of two price regimes allowed a better estimate of the future

score of a model to be obtained. Other possibilities might include situations where the

analyst wishes to use data from one time period to score one part of a model – reflecting

her belief that the future conditions under which the model will be used most resembles

this particular period – and another time period to score another part of the same model.

We commented that this type of intervention could be regarded as taking place from

what we termed a ‘M -partially complete perspective’, in which the analyst has a

well-defined belief as to one aspect of the data generating mechanism (in this case, that

the future probabilities of the gas price setting regime and coal price setting regime

occurring were equal), but is relatively agnostic on other details. Rather than adopting

non-parametric alternatives (see Gutierrez-Pena and Walker [2001], Gutierrez-Pena and

Walker [2005]) we were able to use aspects of the structure to score components of the

model in an M -open manner, and use our beliefs to suggest how these should be

weighted. We would be interested to explore in more detail how models can be

structured to allow this kind of intervention to take place, for example, where the

analyst wishes to score certain nodes with an M -closed assumption, and combine these

with the scores of others obtained using M -open approaches.
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Appendix A

Algorithms used to illustrate

Bayes factor robustness

In this appendix we detail the algorithms used to undertake the robustness analysis of

the Bayes factor sensitivity to the choice of prior. We assume we are comparing two

models M1, M2, where the likelihood and prior for model Mi are denoted by fi(θ), π(θ)

respectively.

A.1 Algorithm 1

First, we wish to investigate the behaviour of the Bayes factor as we allow the prior to

vary within the following class of densities around the original choice of prior (which we

refer to a the base prior).

Πi = {π(θ) : π(θ)
k
≤ πi(θ) ≤ kπ(θ)}. (A.1)

This class of densities arises naturally in the elicitation of likely error ranges around a

subject matter expert’s assessment of probability, or can reflect the range in prior

opinion across multiple stakeholders: a choice of k = 3 would mean that the probability

for any event or interval would be at most three times higher or at least a third of the
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quoted probability.

We consider robustness analysis of M1 only, assuming that the prior for the parameter θ

in model M2 is fixed at its base value π2(θ). In this case the Bayes factor, B12(x), will be

maximised when

B̄12(x) =
supπ∈Π1

∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ∫

f2(x | θ)π2(θ)dθ . (A.2)

The posterior distribution p1(θ), corresponding to the base prior, π1(θ) and data x, is

given by

p1(θ) = f1(x | θ)π1(θ)∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ . (A.3)

If we denote the posterior expectation corresponding to p1 by Ep1 , then we have, for any

π ∈ Π1:

Ep1

[
π(θ)
π1(θ)

]
=
∫ π(θ)
π1(θ)f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ , (A.4)

so that, rearranging, we obtain:

∫
f1(x | θ)π(θ)dθ = Ep1 [ π(θ)

π1(θ) ]
∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ, (A.5)

leading to the following expression for the supremum of the Bayes factor:

B̄12(x) =
supπ∈Π1 E

p1 [ π(θ)
π1(θ) ]

∫
f1(x | θ)π1(θ)dθ∫

f2(x | θ)π2(θ)dθ . (A.6)

This suggests we choose π ∈ Π1 to maximise the posterior expectation Ep1 [ π(θ)
π1(θ) ].

Informally, this can be done by considering areas of equal posterior density, and

increasing the prior mass on those areas (subject to an upper limit of multiplying by k)

of low prior density while reducing the mass (subject to a lower limit of multiplying by
1
k ) to areas of higher prior density. Adjustments are subject to the constraint that the

total mass of the adjusted prior should sum to 1.

We can formalise the algorithm as follows. Suppose we have a sample θ1, θ2, . . . , θN from

the posterior (for example, the output of a MCMC simulation) and can generate a

sample θ̂1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂N from the base prior. We assume that the samples have been
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arranged in increasing order. We now split the posterior sample into M consecutive

intervals of n elements each (that is, each interval has equal estimated expectation under

the posterior density),

I1, I2, . . . IM = (θ1, θ2], (θ2, θ3], . . . , (θM , θM+1],

where N = Mn,

θ1 = min(θ1, θ̂1), (A.7)

θM+1 = max(θN , θ̂N ),

θi = θn(i−1)(1 < i < M + 1).

We compute estimates of the prior probabilities for each Ii,

π̂1(Ii) = 1
N

N∑
j=1

1θ̂i∈Ii
,

and place the intervals in order of their estimated prior probabilities, I1, I2, . . . , IM ,

where i < j ⇒ π̂1(Ii) ≤ π̂1(Ij).

We then apply the following algorithm to compute the quantity A, which is used to

determine the estimate for the prior density, π̂ which maximises the Bayes factor.

Algorithm 1 Estimate density in ratio family which maximises posterior expectation
a = 0 : b = 0
A = 1 : R = M
while A < B do
while a ≤ b and A ≤ B do
a← a+ kπ̂1(IA)
A← A+ 1

end while
while b > a and A ≤ B do
b← b+ 1

k π̂1(IB)
B ← B − 1

end while
end while
return A
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We estimate the maximising prior π̂ ∈ Π1 by

π̂(Ii) = kπ̂1(Ii), i ≤ A (A.8)

π̂(Ii) = 1
k
π̂1(Ii), i > A,

and the estimated maximum posterior expectation is then given by

Ê = Ak

M
+ M − a

kA
. (A.9)
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A.2 Algorithm 2

In order to investigate robustness of the ‘leave one out’ Bayes factors considered at the

end of Section 2.4.2, the following algorithm is presented.

We consider a more general density ratio class than that considered in the previous

algorithm. This is defined by non-negative functions a(θ), b(θ), where the density ratio

class S consists of the set of prior distributions with kernel densities p(θ) satisfying

a(θ) ≤ p(θ) ≤ b(θ). (A.10)

Recall that the leave one out Bayes factor, B12(xj | x(j)) was the Bayes factor for the

single observation xj based on updated models incorporating data from the remaining

observations x(j).

First observe, as in Algorithm 1, we fix the prior π2(θ) in model M2, and consider the

impact on the Bayes factor as we allow the prior π1(θ) in model M1 to vary in the

density ratio class.

The numerator of the Bayes factor, which is the integrated likelihood of model M1, takes

the form: ∫
f1(xj |M1, θ)π(θ | x(j)), (A.11)

which is a posterior expectation resulting from the choice of prior, π, in the density ratio

class around the base prior π1.

We can make use of a result obtained by Geweke and Petrella [1998], which establishes a

general way of computing bounds on posterior expectations as the prior is allowed to

vary within a density ratio class. Suppose we have observed data x, and wish to compute

the upper bound of the posterior expectation of a function g(θ) of the parameter, as the

prior is allowed to vary across this density ratio class

E [g(θ)] := supp∈SE [g(θ) | x] = supp∈S

∫
Θ g(θ)L(θ)p(θ)dθ∫

Θ L(θ)p(θ)dθ . (A.12)
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Geweke and Petrella [1998] consider the case where we have a means of simulating

θm, (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) from the posterior distribution arising from a fixed prior p̃(θ), for

example using a MCMC sampling from the posterior distribution (see, e.g. Gelfand and

Smith [1990], Tierney [1994]). They show that this can be used to obtain a consistent

approximation, QM , of E [g(θ)] as follows:

Define, for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M and l = 1, 2, . . . ,M

um = a(θm)/p̃(θm) (A.13)

vm = b(θm)/p̃(θm).

1. Sort gm = g(θm) into nondecreasing order.

2. Define:

Ql =
∑l
m=1 gmum +∑M

m=l+1 gmvm∑l
m=1 um +∑M

m=l+1 vm
. (A.14)

3. Find l such that gl ≤ Ql ≤ gl+1

4. Set QM = Ql
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Appendix B

Derivation of some limiting values

of Bayes factor from first

principles

B.1 Derivation of limiting values of the log Bayes factor

We derive the results on the limiting behaviour of the log Bayes factor for the binomial

model and multivariate Gaussian model under conjugate updating.

In both case, we assume two models Mi(i = 0, 1) share the same likelihood, so we have:

log pi(x) = log πi(θ) + log p(x | θ)− log pi(θ | x),

so that the log Bayes factor

log p1(x)
p0(x) = log π1(θ)p0(θ | x)

π0(θ)p1(θ | x) ,

where pi(x | θ), pi(θ | x), πi(θ) denote, respectively, the marginal likelihood, posterior

given data x and prior under model Mi.

We consider asymptotic approximations making use of Stirling’s approximation (see, e.g.
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Davison [2003]):

log Γ(z) = (z − 1
2) log z − z + 1

2 log(2π) +O(log(z)). (B.1)

We also make use of a Taylor series approximation to the log function, when x is large

and h� x:

log(x+ h) ≈ log(x) + h/x+O(x−2),

and observe that using the identity (see, e.g. Bernstein [2009])

∂ log |X|
∂X = (X−1)T , (B.2)

allows us to approximate where X,H are symmetric matrices

log(X + H) ≈ log(X) + HX−1 +O(X−2).

B.1.1 Limiting value of the log Bayes factor for the binomial model

Suppose we have a large sample of size N of variable X taking two values: 0,1, which we

choose to model with a binomial likelihood, and conjugate beta priors πi(θ) ∼ Be(αi, βi).

Let c denote the number of observations with value 1 in the sample x = x1, x2, . . . xN .

Proposition 11 Suppose c/N → µ for some 0 < µ < 1 as N →∞ in probability. Then

we have, in probability

log p1(x)
p0(x) → log B(α0, β0)

B(α1, β1) + (α1 − α0) logµ+ (β1 − β0) log(1− µ), (B.3)

where B(α, β) denotes the beta function Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+ β) .

In particular, if the two models share the same prior mean, µ̂, but different prior

variance, assuming large enough αi, βi, say αi = Kiα, βi = Kiβ with Ki large, but
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Ki � N , then

log p1(x)
p0(x) → (K0 −K1) log

((
µ̂

µ

)α (1− µ̂
1− µ

)β)
− 1

2 log
(
K0
K1

)
. (B.4)

Proof. The log Bayes factor, log p1(x)
p0(x)

= log Γ(α1 + β1)Γ(α0)Γ(β0)Γ(α0 + β0 +N)Γ(α1 + c)Γ(β1 +N − c)
Γ(α0 + β0)Γ(α1)Γ(β1)Γ(α1 + β1 +N)Γ(α0 + c)Γ(β0 +N − c)

= log B(α0, β0)
B(α1, β1) + log Γ(α1 + c)Γ(β1 +N − c)

Γ(α1 + β1 +N) − log Γ(α0 + c)Γ(β0 +N − c)
Γ(α0 + β0 +N) .

(B.5)

The second and third terms in equation (B.5) have identical forms. Using Stirling’s

approximation, as z is large, these can be approximated in the form

(αi + µN − 1
2) log(αi + µN) + (βi + (1− µ)N − 1

2) log(βi + (1− µ)N)

−(αi + βi +N − 1
2) log(αi + βi +N) (B.6)

≈ (αi+µN − 1
2)( αi

µN
+logµ+logN)+(βi+(1−µ)N − 1

2)( βi
(1− µ)N +log(1−µ)+logN)

−(αi + βi +N − 1
2)(αi + βi

N
+ logN). (B.7)

Terms of order N logN , N , logN are zero or have constant coefficients, and therefore

cancel when the difference between the second and third terms in equation (B.5) are

taken. The leading term left over is

αi −
1
2 logµ+ αi logµ+ βi −

1
2 log(1− µ) + βi log(1− µ)− (αi + βi). (B.8)

Substituting for the second and third terms in equation (B.5) gives the result. Equation

(B.4) results from approximating the term
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logB(Kα,Kβ) = log Γ(Kα) + log Γ(Kβ)− log Γ(K(α+ β))

≈ (Kα− 1
2) logKα−Kα+ (Kβ − 1

2) logKβ −Kβ − (K(α+ β)− 1
2) logK(α+ β)

≈K(α logα+ β log β − (α+ β) log(α+ β))− 1
2 logK.

Multinomial Case

Next we allow the observations x to take k ≥ 2 discrete values and consider the

multinomial likelihoods pj(x; θ) with conjugate Dirichlet priors πj(θ) = Dir(k, αj) where

αj = (αj1, α
j
2, . . . α

j
k). Let c = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) denote the number of observations in each

category from the sample.

Proposition 12 Suppose for each i = 1, . . . , k, ci/N → µi in probability, for 0 < µi < 1

as N →∞ in probability. Then we have, in probability

log p1(x)
p0(x) → log B(α0)

B(α1) +
k∑
i=1

(α1
i − α0

i ) logµi, (B.9)

where B(α) denotes the multinomial beta function
∏k
i=1 Γ(αi)

Γ(∑k
i=1 αi)

.

In particular, where the two models share the same prior means, µ̂i, but different prior

variance, assuming large enough αji , say α
j
i = Kjαi, with Kj large, but Kj � N we have

log p1(x)
p0(x) → (K0 −K1) log

(
k∏
i=1

(
µ̂i
µi

)αi
)
− k − 1

2 log
(
K0
K1

)
. (B.10)

Proof. We have

log p1(x)
p0(x) = log B(α0)

B(α1) + logB(α1 + c)− logB(α0 + c). (B.11)
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As in the binomial case, we observe that the second and third terms are in the same

form, and each can be replaced by its asymptotic approximation:

logB(αj + c) =
k∑
i=1

log Γ(αji + ci)− log Γ(
k∑
i=1

(αji + ci)) (B.12)

=
k∑
i=1

log Γ(αji + ci)− log Γ(
k∑
i=1

αji +N)

≈
k∑
i=1

(αji + µiN −
1
2)( αji

µiN
+ logµi + logN)− (

k∑
i=1

αji +N − 1
2)(

k∑
i=1

αji
N

+ logN).

As for the binomial case, we find that the terms of order N logN , N , and logN are zero

or constant, so cancel when the difference in the second and third terms in equation

(B.11) is taken. This leaves the leading terms as

k∑
i=1

(αji −
1
2) logµi. (B.13)

Substituting the leading terms for the second and third terms in equation (B.11) gives

the result. The proof of equation (B.10) follows using the same argument in the previous

section for (B.4).

B.1.2 Limiting value of the log Bayes factor for the multivariate

normal model

We proceed similarly to the previous case. For the d-dimensional multivariate normal

model, we have a conjugate normal inverse Wishart prior (see Murphy [2007] for a useful

and comprehensive collection of formulae relating to the conjugate analysis of the

Gaussian distribution):

p(µ,Σ|µ0, κ,Λ, ν) = 1
Z
|Σ|−((ν0+d)/2+1) exp(−κ2 (µ− µ0)TΣ−1(µ− µ0)− 1

2 Tr(ΛΣ−1)),

Z = 2νd/2Γd(ν/2)(2π/κ)d/2
|Λ|ν/2

Proposition 13 Suppose the true data generating process of multivariate data of

dimension d has mean µ and covariance Σ, and that we compare two conjugate normal
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inverse Wishart models, where the prior on model Mi is parameterised by µi, κi,Λi, νi.

Assuming a data sample of size n from the true data generating process is observed, then

as n→∞, the difference in log scores tends to a constant limit of

1
2(d log κ0

κ1
+ ν0 log |Λ0| − ν1 log |Λ1|+ (ν1 − ν0)(log |Σ|+ d log 2)) (B.14)

+1
2 Tr((Λ1 −Λ0 + D1 −D0)Σ−1) +

d∑
i=1

(log Γ(ν1 + 1− i
2 )− log Γ(ν0 + 1− i

2 )),

where Di is defined as κi(µ− µi)(µ− µi)T .

Proof. We have the difference in log scores:

log p1(x)− log p0(x) = (log π0(θ)− log p0(θ | x))− (log π1(θ)− log p1(θ | x)), (B.15)

where pi(x | θ), pi(θ | x), πi(θ) denote the marginal likelihood, posterior given data x

and prior under model Mi. We examine the first term: (log π0(θ)− log p0(θ | x)) and

consider the kernel and proportionality constants in turn. We denote

S=
N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(xi − x̄)T , (B.16)

C= κ0n

κ0 + n
(x̄− µ0)(x̄− µ0)T .

Taking the difference in the logs for the kernel gives

n

2 log |Σ| − 1
2 Tr(Λ0Σ−1) + 1

2 Tr(Λ0 + S + C)Σ−1. (B.17)

−κ0
2 Tr(Σ−1(µ−µ0)(µ−µ0)T )−Tr(Σ−1(κ0n

2 µ− κ0
2 µ0−

n

2 ȳ)(µ− κ0
κ0 + n

µ0−
n

κ0 + n
ȳ)T ).

Cross terms in µ0 and µ cancel and terms in µ0µT
0 cancel with the term in C, leaving

n

2 log |Σ|+ 1
2 Tr(S)Σ−1. (B.18)
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As this is constant for both (log πi(θ)− log pi(θ | x)), it will cancel and can be ignored.

Taking the difference in the logs for the proportionality constants gives

1
2 log κ0

κ0 + n
− ν0 + n

2 log |Λ0 + S + C|+ ν0
2 log |Λ0|+

nd

2 log 2 (B.19)

+
d∑
i=1

log Γ(ν0 + n+ 1− i
2 )−

d∑
i=1

log Γ(ν0 + 1− i
2 ).

We have

log |Λ0 + S + C| = Tr log(Λ0 + S + C), (B.20)

and so, as the matrices are symmetric, and |S| is large, this can be approximated as

≈Tr(lognΣ) + Tr(Λ0 + C)S−1 (B.21)

≈ d logn+ log |Σ|+ 1
n

Tr(Λ0 + C)Σ−1

≈ d logn+ log |Σ|+ 1
n

Tr(Λ0 + D)Σ−1.

Using Stirling’s approximation

log Γ(z) ≈ (z − 1
2) log z − z + 1

2 log(2π), (B.22)

we can also express
d∑
i=1

log Γ(ν0 + n+ 1− i
2 )

≈
d∑
i=1

ν0 + n− i
2 log ν0 + n+ 1− i

2 − ν0 + n+ 1− i
2 + 1

2 log 2π (B.23)

≈
d∑
i=1

(1
2 log 2π − ν0 + n− i

2 log 2− ν0 + n+ 1− i
2 + 1) +

d∑
i=1

ν0 + n− 1
2 logn.

The result follows by considering the difference between this expression and the

corresponding expression for (log(π1(θ))− log(p1(θ | x)).
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Appendix C

Simulation example - component

and direct model performance on

Poisson model

C.1 Poisson model

This appendix presents an additional simulation on a Poisson model which was

undertaken to provide a further example of the applications of the techniques in Section

5.2.3 to alternative model formulations, in addition to the results for normal

distributions which were presented in the main text.

Here, we assume that the true data generating process is given by:

X ∼Uniform[4, 20] (C.1)

Y | X ∼Poisson[X],

and that our model is given by:

X ∼Normal[12, 2] (C.2)

Y | X ∼Poisson[X].
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Figure C.1: Comparison of direct and component scores for the model in section 5.2.3 under
differing sample sizes for the X observations, but fixed sample size (20) for the observations of Y .

We next examine the impact of having different sample sizes for the number of

observations of X, but in each situation, where only the last 20 observations also have

associated values of Y . In this case, the direct score therefore uses the sample of 20

observations of Y and X, whereas in the component approach we use this sample to score

the model for Y | X, but use a larger sample, where available, to score the model for X.

Figure C.1 shows the results of applying the direct and component approaches for

different sample sizes for X based on 1000 simulations for each choice of sample size.

The results support the results in Section 5.3.1 which showed that a reduction in the

score standard deviations could be obtained.
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